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PRESIDENT'S RIBPOItT
THE DISPATCHER WINS AWARDS
The AFL-CIO's International
Labor Communications Association
just announced the winners of its
journalism awards for 1997 and of
the 1,682 entries submitted by 167
member publications in the U.S.
and Canada The Dispatcher won
three more awards.
We won third place for General
Excellence for International and
National Union newspapers of less
than 100,000 circulation. The judges
—a group of journalists and designers from the labor movement and
the Washington Post—said of The
Dispatcher: "Lots of interesting
news, well written and in the fiesty
ILWU tradition. Page toppers and
section logos help keep the publication well organized."
We took another third place
award for Best Feature Story for
David Bacon's cover story in our
March 1997 issue, "The Road from
Ensenada." The judges said
"Privatization took an anti-union
turn along the waterfront at Ensenada, the Pacific Coast Mexican port
closest to the United States... With
text, pictures and a map David Bacon
clearly defines the new international
issues facing U.S. longshoremen."
We also won first place for Best
Labor History Story for Scarlett
"Masen" Davis'"Marine Cooks and
Stewards Union knew differences
are small, solidarity is big," a look
back at the old MC&S (February
1997 issue). The judges said: "This
richly factual account demonstrates the value of history in viewing contemporary issues. The lesson of tolerance through collective
action and solidarity is particularly
relevant in today's labor movement. Sound scholarship and well
written."

NOW THE STORY CAN BE TOLD
Last May an historic incident in
the international dockers movement
happened in Long Beach (see story
page 8). The Australian government
and the country's second largest
stevedoring company had set out to
bust the Maritime Union of
Australia, the union of the country's
"wharfies." They ran the workers
off the docks with goons and dogs,
brought in a scab workforce and
started loading ships. The first such
scab ship to hit the American West
Coast pulled into the Port of Long
Beach May 9, where it was met by a
rude welcoming committee.
More than 1500 people from
the harbor community set up a
picket line in front of the terminal
chanting: "MUA, here to stay! No
scab cargo in L.A." The ship sat in
the harbor for 17 days. Eventually
it and its scab cargo were turned
around and sent back to Australia.
At the time the Australian government and the stevedoring company were suing the MUA and the
International Transport Workers
Federation and the MUA was suing
the government and the company.
Lawyers everywhere were getting
big overtime.
The ILWU International officers assessed the situation and
determined anything the union
said would be (mis)construed and
used against the MUA and the ITF
in some way or another. So they
decided that the union and its
newspaper should remain silent, at
least for the time being.
Now the dispute in Australia is
settled and the lawsuits dropped
(see MUA statement page 9) and
this important tale of solidarity can
be chronicled in the official history
of the ILWU.
—Steve Stallone
Editor

Program for bargaining
By Brian McWilliams
ILWU International President
Yet another Longshore Caucus is scheduled to convene
Nov. 23 to address internal Division issues. I believe we are
way off the mark at this late date. We should be swinging into
full gear and preparing for our Master Contract negotiations in
early 1999, not memorializing our internal politics or driving
deeper wedges between different groups in our ranks.
It almost seems as though we are trying to emulate the
mockery of public service in Washington, D.C. that the daily
news media insists upon dragging us through ad naseum,
while the other work of the Congress affecting the good and
welfare of a nation has gone undone. Some of us seem to have
abdicated the mission of our organization to the likes of
Kenneth Starr.
Our internal politics will not deliver the goods in 1999 no
matter how committed to it some may be. It won't translate into
benefit one at the bargaining table. Any program that will serve
our membership must look a whole lot different.
Conversations on such a program are already happening
coastwise, at membership meetings and at the International,
and have identified some of the Division's priorities. These
include maintenance
of benefits, pension
improvements for
both actives and
retirees, health and
safety improvements
and protecting and
expanding our work
opportunities.
Our Coast negodemands
tiating
come from the rank
and file and move
from the bottom up.
That means they
must come from a
discussion on the
floor of each longshore local's membership meeting. The demand is then carried forward as a resolution by the local's delegates to the Caucus where they are
then voted up or down and condensed into contract demands
and handed off to the Negotiating Committee for bargaining
with the employers.
Where this democratic process breaks down is when
demands are formulated outside of it, when a small group of
delegates develop a proposal on their own, present it as the policy of the locals and incorporate it into the Coast agenda without the benefit of membership discussion, action and approval.
This is different from delegates talking about the fact that
many arrive at the Caucus with similar proposals and then bang
something out that works for all. It's cooking up something else.
There are a number of proposals held over from previous
Caucuses that have never had the scrutiny of the members of
the locals that have presented them, like the Coast restructuring schemes or the plan to remove the International President
from the Coast Negotiating Committee. This is not the way to
approach bargaining.
I have no intentions of deviating from the process of the
last Negotiating Committee. that is, bringing back to the Caucus

something that strictly conforms with exactly what it sent us to
get. There is no better test of accountability than this.
If our democratic, bottom-up bargaining process is to
work, if we are to produce demands and a contract that truly
reflect the will of the rank and file, you need to get involved from
the beginning. You need to go to your local's membership
meetings, present ideas, consider the ideas of others, debate
their merits and instruct your delegates about your priorities.
What we don't need, what we can't afford, is another
repeat of the 1996 contract process. Delegates from Southern
California locals presented demands for the elimination of "side
deals," the illegal payments of premiums by employers to some
ILWU members. The Contract Caucus approved the proposal
banning these payments, the Negotiating Committee bargained
it, including penalties for violating the ban, the Caucus
approved that deal and then a number of rank and filers in
Southern California led a revolt against the passage of the contract because they didn't like that provision.
Where were these malcontents when their locals were formulating their demands? Didn't they go to their membership
meetings and voice their opinions then? If you are not part of
the process at the beginning, you have no right to object once
a deal is struck.
If we apply ourselves
to the time-honored
principles of our rankand-file trade union
foundations and steer a
course to serve our
members, active and
retired, and the communities we come from,
we can succeed and get
what we need.
But we must remember that this time around
we will be facing a PMA
intent on wringing concessions from the
union. More than ever
we will need our unity
and the strength of our rank-and-file democratic process to prevail.
The whole of the ILWU has a stake in the success or failure of longshore negotiations. Our longshore core group of
9,000 has a profound impact on the well being of the other
52,000 who also depend on the strength, unity and solidarity
among our ranks and generally are without the benefit and
power of so closely controlling the means of production in such
a vital industry.
The Longshore Division has always recognized a social
contract with our fellow workers, and not only just within the
ILWU. All the actions of social conscience we have taken over
the years and are so proud of—the boycott of apartheid South
African ships, the El Salvador coffee boycott, as well as the
building of affordable housing in our cities—are all extensions
of our commitment and obligations to our communities, local
and international.
Yes, we in the Longshore Division are privileged, but taking
that to heart is an arrogance we can't afford. With that privilege
comes a great responsibility to others. Let's take some advice
from our old timers and get back on the beam.

If our democratic
bargaining
process is to
work, you must
get involved from
the beginning.
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ing there was often no sound metal
on which to weld new plates.
"When I struck the deck with a
chipping hammer it went right
through," Vanderhider said. He hit a
rust spot between hatch covers and
saw the cargo hold.
The Pakistani and Filipino sailors
complained of kidney and lower back
problems, and were thin and weak. A
week's negotiation between the ITF
and lawyers for the owners resulted
in a fresh food delivery Oct. 3. The
following day, at the ITF inspectors'
insistance, a physician's assistant and
a lab tech arrived at the ship to determine who needed urgent care. By
then one of the crew, Filipino sailor
Fernando Caracas, was in renal
arrest from kidney failure. Another
had severe anemia, requiring immediate hospitalization. By Oct. 13 four
more sailors had seen doctors, and
were treated for problems caused by
life aboard the ship. Doctors affirmed
that if the first two men, admitted to
the hospital Oct. 15, had not gotten
immediate medical attention they
would have died.
The back pains should have alerted officers to kidney problems, if they
hadn't already suspected the foul
water and backed up sewage as culprits. In any case, four crewmembers
bunked down in sick bay, a violation
of sanitation rules. Most of the toilets
didn't work, with 14 out of 16 backed
up.
Cockroaches had already eaten
the best of the outdated food. The
crew's drinking water, collected from
a hose attached to an air conditioner
condensation coil, was contaminated
with deck water and oil. Like the rest
of the ship, the water was rusty and
orange, Familathe said.
"When I first went on board the
galley was locked up like a prison
with a padlock. I'd never seen any
bars on a galley," Familathe said. "A
sign said:'No admittance to galley by
order of the Master.'"
Most of the crew wanted off the
vessel, but if they just left they would
probably forfeit the estimated
$75,000 in back wages owed them.
Their ITF contract provided for company-paid repatriation to their native
countries, but that would require
negotiations.
Corporate creditors were already
circling like vultures waiting for
something to die, and on that ship it
could be anybody. Since the ship could
slip out after meeting Coast Guard
requirements, ITF inspectors
Familathe and Vanderhider decided
to ask the federal courts to arrest the
ship.
"The crew wants to be repatriat-

Stobodan Dimitrov

By Tom Price
From a distance the vessel Fotini
looked like trouble. Rust streamed
down the ship's sides, visible from
miles away as the ship sailed into
Long Beach harbor Oct. 1. The
Panamanian-flagged ship seemed
even more decrepit than the usual
flag of convenience bulk carrier.
Lt. Commander Joe LoSciuto of
the U.S. Coast Guard radioed the
Greek-owned ship and asked to come
aboard. Upon closer inspection he
used his authority under the Port
State Control Program to place the
ship under detention.
"This is the highest number of
deficiencies I've ever seen on one vessel," he said.
The Coast Guard normally deals
only with the physical condition of
the ship, but this time the crew
looked so bad they decided to call the
International Transport Workers'
Federation, the ILWU-affiliated
union representing four and a half
million sailors, dockers and transport
workers.
The ship's crew, covered by ITF
contracts, has the right to an inspection on health and safety issues or
any pay problems. What ITF
Inspectors Ray Familathe and Rudy
Vanderhider, both members of ILWU
longshore Local 13, found might go
down as the worst case of floating
sweatshop conditions ever found on a
ship, a maritime catastrophe just
waiting to happen.
The Fotini had sailed from Peru
with hatch covers frozen open by
rust. Four of the holds shipped seawater even while anchored. The next
load scheduled to be picked up in
Vancouver would have been grain, a
product that swells to the point of
busting bulkheads if soaked.
The Fotini's engine was not properly attached to the motor mounts
and it had a hole in the rudder. In an
accident the crew would not have had
a working lifeboat, and even if it did
work, there were 40 men on board a
ship with facilities for only 26. Had
they abandoned ship, officers might
not know where they were since the
charts were hopelessly out of date,
the backup radar and depth sounding
equipment dysfunctional and the
compass busted.
If the ship merely caught on fire
instead of sinking outright, the fire
mains would not have worked. The
fireman's suit was too small for anyone on the ship and the crew failed
the Coast Guard's fire drill.
The 10 extra crewmembers were
repairmen, aboard in order to try to
weld the ship back together while at
sea. They wanted off the ship, claim-

Fotini crew, happy to be rescued by the ITF.

Siobodan Dimitrov

Floating sweatshop arrested in Long Beach

On the deck of the Fotini—hatch covers frozen open with rust.
ed. They want to do that here, so the company has abandoned the ship and
company can't just dump them in crew," said Vanderhider. ITF attorney
some unfriendly port and sail away," Monrad will file for immediate liquiVanderhider said. The ITF will exam- dation of assets, forcing the sale of
ine the ship's records and make the the ship as scrap metal to pay crew
back pay case for the sailors in court. and creditors.
The owner's manning agent
ITF attorney Phil Monrad and
to pay for repatriation of 18
in
agreed
appearing
Inspector Vanderhider,
L. A. Federal Court Oct. 16, asked for crewmen Oct. 31. To keep the ship at
and received a warrant for arrest of anchor and avoid prohibitive berthing
the vessel by the U.S. Marshall from costs, and to ensure that the sale of
District Magistrate Margaret Ann the ship would be able to cover all the
Nagel. Lawyers for the Athens-based crew's claims, ten men volunteered to
owners and their underwriters with- stay aboard. The missing crewmen
are expected to return to the ship for
drew from the case.
By Saturday, Oct. 17 four payment and repatriation or reascrewmembers had fled the hospital signment, and the two men in hospiand disappeared into the vast popula- tal are improving with treatment.
"The crew are just a bunch of
tion of the Los Angeles area. The ITF
is pledged to recover their back pay, poor working guys who are trying to
going back a year in some cases, and pull for their families back home,"
compel the owners to provide trans- Vanderhider said. "The guy in the
portation home for the sailors. The hospital looked at me like I was from
Immigration and Naturalization another planet because he's never
Service claimed it would fine the com- experienced people who go out of
pany $3000 per person if the crew dis- their way to do right by him. He
appears without going through immi- never in a million years thought
someone was going to come by and
gration.
"It has become apparent that the help out."

Bulk Carriers: Tramp steamers of the 90s
Bulk carriers are mostly the bottom feeders in the industry, often
carrying low-profit cargo around the
world. The owners can buy them second hand and cheap, and often don't
maintain them properly. They find
flag-of-convenience countries provide lax or non-existent ship inspections, and use FOCs for the majority
of registrations.
The average age of these ships is
older than a typical container ship.
Heavy cargoes of cement or scrap
metal stress the hulls with the rising
waves, and overloading often damages plates and keels. They make up
the most dangerous vessels afloat,
and many in better shape than the
Fotini are on the bottom.
The International Maritime
Organization (IMO) of the United
Nations provides world standards
for ship construction. Their studies
rate the bulk carrier the most likely
ship to sink, with about 70 percent of
them unable to stay afloat with
flooded forward holds. The ITF
reports about 20 carriers sink every
year with enormous loss of life.
In recent years the shipping
industry tightened controls over ship
safety with international conventions. The International Association
of Classification Societies, an international consortium of ship reg-

istries, attempts to maintain standards over suitability of ships for the
cargo they haul. The international
Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) convention sets a standard by which all
captains and port authorities can
judge the seaworthiness of ships.
Congress strengthened the
authority of the Coast Guard to
detain vessels in 1994. Under the
Port State Control program, greater
authority over non-U.S. flag vessels
in U.S. ports results in more inspections and detentions. With more
than 8,000 non-U.S. ships under
more than 100 different flags arriving here each year, foreign carriers
know their ships may come under
scrutiny every time they touch U.S.
waters. Ships like the Fotini eventually face inspection, but still may
find profit in playing the odds.
While the Coast Guard inspects
ships for seaworthiness, the crew's
condition is only noted when it
might pose a danger to ship's safety.
In the Fotini case the ITF arrested
the ship because the creditors and
suppliers, with their deep pockets
and flash lawyers, could seize the
assets and leave the sailors on the
beach. Without the ITF sailors
would be last in line and only receive
their pay if they were still in port.
-Tom Price
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Labor makes some gains
in national budget

By Lindsay McLaughlin
ILWU Legislative Director
ongress passed a huge, 4,000page omnibus appropriations
bill for fiscal year 1999 on Oct.
20, 1998—the last day of the 105th
Congress. Since it did not get its
work done during the session,
Congress simply wrapped seven
appropriations and scores of authorization bills into one. It was not
supposed to be this way.
Ordinarily, Congress passes
individual bills and sends them to
the President. However, this
Congress was so divided by intraRepublican squabbling that virtually nothing was done during the
year. In any event, the last minute
spending bill offered Labor an
opportunity to flex its muscle and
provide substantial gains for the
working people of America.
Most notably for the ILWU, we
were able to knock out the effort to
allow the Federal Bureau of
Investigations (FBI) to conduct criminal background checks on longshore
and other port workers. Many members of Congress believe that scores of
longshore workers throughout the
country are working with international drug traffickers. Twenty-nine longshore workers have been arrested in
Southern Florida for alleged drug
smuggling activities. Rep. Clay Shaw
(R-FL), the sponsor of the plan, apparently believes the same criminal
behavior may be happening on the
West Coast, even though there is not
one scintilla of evidence that drugs are
being smuggled through those ports or
that any ILWU members are involved
in such activity.
According to the South Florida
Sun-Sentinel, Shaw is "livid" with
the White House and the dockworker
unions. He called the White House
position "spineless and crazy"
White House labor liaison Karen
Tramantano had a lot to do with convincing President Clinton to adopt our
position that longshore workers
should not have to forfeit their constitutional rights. The President had the
good sense to listen to the advice of
Ms. Tramantano and members of
Congress, including Senators Barbara
Boxer (D-CA) and Patty Murray (DWA).
We were very close to losing this
battle in the home stretch. Shaw has
vowed to push for passage next year

C

and is reportedly confident of success.
We will have to re-double our efforts
next year and enlist the active support
of other unions if we are to continue to
be successful. President McWilliams'
pitch to the AFL-CIO brass at their
recent Executive Council meeting in
Monterey, Calif contributed to our
success and caught the attention of
the White House as well.
Other successes include blocking
an attempt by Senators Gordon
Smith (R-OR) and Senator Ron
Wyden (D-OR) to include a new agriculture guestworker program in the
spending bill. The Smith/Wyden bill
would set up a national registry of
farmworkers and import thousands
of new workers from other countries
to work in the fields of America. The
legislation is fiercely opposed by
farmworkers who believe it wouldthwart their efforts to organize and
make economic gains for these
neglected workers. The legislation
was concocted by growers who claim
they cannot find enough workers.
Unions contend that growers must
raise wages to attract workers and
stop their anti-union intimidation
tactics.
The Smith/Wyden legislation
would be a boon to growers who want
to continue to treat their agriculture
workers like indentured servants.
Oregon ILWU locals were very active
in lobbying against the legislation
and have expressed their anger and

spent on improving the lives of our
soldiers or military readiness, but
will be wasted on pet projects for
House Speaker Newt Gingrich and
other Republican cronies. The
money will be spent on new weapons
the Pentagon says it does not need.
Nuclear bomb research at the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory also
got increases of eight to twelve percent. Most of the Lab's $1.3 billion
budget is hidden in the Department
of Energy's budget and goes to laserand supercomputer-based research
in "stockpile stewardship"—refining
computer simulations of the physics
of nuclear bombs—and fusion energy
research that also has nuclear bomb
applications.
A lot of people in need could have
used a little of this billion-dollar
defense boondoggle. It's a terrible
waste for the taxpayers and
America's working families.
Nonetheless, given that antiunion politicians control Congress,
disappointment to Senator Wyden for we did well. But fasten your seatbeing involved in such treachery
belts—next year Congress will take
The last minute spending bill was up Social Security reform and many
made possible by intra-GOP fighting. other hot button issues. If we prepare
Throughout the year, a large portion for the battle, we can and will win the
of the Republican caucus, known as preservation of Social Security for
the Conservative Action Team today's retirees and future genera(CATs), decided they wanted to take a tions of retirees.
radical approach to the spending bills.
They cut $1 billion out of the
President's education program, eliminated low-income heating assistance
The ILWU Political Action Fund
to the poor, eliminated the summer
is
used
to support the legislative work
jobs program, laced the appropriaof
our
Washington, D.C. office.
with
anti-environmental
tions
riders
and insisted on decimating federal Member donations are needed to
labor protections. Moderate Repub- defeat anti-labor legislation and prolicans decided they could not support mote the cause of social justice for all
such proposals and the Senate workers.
Donations may be sent to: ILWURepublicans balked at some of the
most extreme measures passed by the PAF I 1188 Franklin St., 4th Floor /
House GOP So nothing got done until San Francisco, CA 94109. Checks
should be payable to: ILWU-PAF
the last minute.
The President was able to use his
Political Action Fund contribuleverage during the negotiations on
the spending bill to force his educa- tors from Longshore Local 23,
tion priorities of hiring 100,000 new Tacoma:
Ken Jenkins, Lee Braach, Dean
teachers to reduce class size in elementary schools across the nation. Lelli, Ron Jenkins, Dave Reda,
Labor was able to use its leverage to Shawn Vekich, Tracy Dubacher,
get full funding for the National Robert Wilson, Jim Miller, Randy
Labor Relations Board, restore fund- Whitman, Marian Miller, Jack Kamel,
ing for OSHA and reauthorize job Ron Martin, Douglas Haskins, Pat
Cook,Dave Windsor, Bill Crisso, Thad
training programs.
The GOP did insist upon and got Pfeiffer, Rex Keyes, Ron Hakensen,
a huge increase of$4 billion dollars to Dave Sanderson, John Thoma,
the Defense budget. Unfortunately, Charles Jones, Don Rogers, William
the bulk of that money will not be Adams, Brian Welfringer, Paul Smith,
Dave Hermansen, Dave Taylor,
Cowboy, Bo Sprague, Lee Reichl
(ret.), Gerry Cohen, Mel Carlson,
Ernest Blackburn, Roger Boespflug,
Independent to defeat the measure Mike Jagielski, Mitch Turner, Arne
243 to 180. The 180 votes included 29 Nielsen, Robert Winter, Brent
Democrats on the wrong side of the Eriksen, Gail Ross, Jim Lapenski,
Steve Maglione, Dragon Butorac,
measure.
The pro-business group USA- Walter Burke, Tom Moore, Tony
Engage announced Oct. 26 a new DePaul, Charly Jackson, Phil Rees,
report card on Congressional trade Orlando Bauman, Scott Mason,
performance that is almost the mir- Frank Reichl, Dan Kitts, Dirk
ror opposite of organized labor's. Graham, Hank Duback, Bob Seitz,
Grading Members of Congress A-F, David Faker, Gary Park, Kevin
excluding E, the organization of 676 Arneberg, Frank Calguri, Tom Dolly,
business and trade organizations pro- Vance Lelli, Tom Anderson, Jeff
vide a good index on who is voting for McCormick, Jay Basher, Jeff Miller,
Tadd Nelson, Mark Welfringer, David
international capital.
Pelosi
received a D Boespflug, Dick Marzano. Bob
Rep. Nancy
from the group, while Bonior and Syrovatka, John Russi, Aaron Kamel,
Bernie Sanders (Independent-VT) Harold Jones, Alan Adcock, Ray
received Fs. They were in good com- Strub, Gary Harrison, Carl Rendell,
pany with Jessie Jackson Jr. (D-IL) Robert DeYoung, Pat Kapfhammer,
also getting an F. In all, 39 Democrats George Johnson, G. Hartman, Eliot
made capital's honor roll with grades Johnson, Rod Emery Brian Crotty,
of A or B, compared with 87 Art Clark, Ron Seitz, Brad Faker,
Republicans. Those least favored by Frank Faker, John Kennedy, Myra
the business community included 100 Hartman, John Denney, Phil Lelli
Democrats and 67 Republicans with (ret.). In addition to the above mentioned Local 23 members,the Tacoma
D or F grades.
members of Foreman's Local 98 gave
—Tom Price $1,000.

Fair trade victories in U.S. Congress
The last frenzied hours of the
105th Congress saw much of the
country's business stalled while the
House hunkered down over Kenneth
Starr's R-rated report on the
President's indiscretions. While the
nation slept on, the Republican leadership snuck into the massive budget
bill additional foul-language pieces on
trade "liberalization." They hoped to
present Clinton with no choice but to
sign the budget bill before Congress
recessed in order to keep the government running.
Unionists and fair trade groups
deluged Congress with calls and letters opposing the jumble of trade legislation that failed to provide for
labor and environmental standards.
In the week of Oct. 19-23, the campaign achieved a stunning success.
The bills included provisions
extending NAFTA's dubious benefits
with the Caribbean Basin Initiative,
opening 26 sweatshop nations for the
full export of U.S. jobs. Textile giant
Fruit of the Loom, which eliminated
7,700 U.S.jobs in 1997, spent heavily

for the bill with a $100,000 contribution to Republican senatorial campaigns. The House removed CBI from
the 1998 Trade Bill, and both went
down to defeat.
Nancy Pelosi, (D-CA) and David
Bonior,(D-MI)succeeded in removing
provisions from the IMF funding bill
that would have given investors in
Third World countries unprecedented
powers over local governments.
Republicans tried to tack Multilateral
Agreement on Investment (111AI) language onto the IMF bill.
Representative Maxine Waters
(D-CA), Chair of the Congressional
Black Caucus, hammered the World
Trade Organization (WTO) Compliance Bill that would force U.S. laws to
conform to WTO dictates. Along with
Bonior, Waters forced the Republican
leadership to withdraw the bill.
Fast track authority, which allows
the President to negotiate trade deals
without Congressional debate, went
down in flames Sept. 25. House
Democrats gathered 71 Republican
votes to add to their 171 and one

PAF Boosters
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0/9 Day: Messengers Unite!
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America Meredith with the display of the names of the city's fallen messengers.
By Steve Stallone
ore than 200 bike messengers turned off their radios
and gathered at The Wall
in downtown San Francisco
ILWU International President
Brian McWilliams exhorts the
between noon and 1 p.m. Oct. 9 to
messengers to organize.
commemorate their colleagues who
rally
to
and
duty
of
died in the line
for the unionization drive in the
Photos by Tom Price
city's urgent delivery industry.
Before the rally kicked off the
bikes,joined by drivers, walkers and
dispatchers, mingled and greeted
friends as they lunched on pizza and
other goodies the San Francisco
Bike Messengers Association prepared.
In the ceremony for the fallen
messengers America Meredith, editor of the SFBMA's newsletter
Cognition, told the gathering it was
their duty to the dead to change
their lives so that messengering
won't continue to be the third most
Messengers assemble at The Wall at Market and
dangerous job in the country
Sansome in downtown San Francisco.
"There's a common stereotype
of messengers living on the edge,
being risk takers, and I think that's completely true," Meredith said. "We take risks
not because we don't value ourselves or because we're flirting with death, but because
while we're here we want to live as fully as possible. And now I think it's time that each
messenger look at the risks they're taking and question are they damaging themselves
by it and start being brave and taking the risks of overcoming their fear of failure, takMessengers greet colleagues before the rally begins.
ing the risk and ban together and change our lives for the better."
She was followed by a reading of the 40 names of messengers no longer with the
community.
San Francisco Supervisor Tom Ammiano presented commendations
to the SFBMA and the United Bay Area Delivery Drivers (UBADD), and
unveiled a resolution passed unanimously by the Board of Supervisors
proclaiming Oct. 9 Messenger Appreciation Day. This day was chosen by
the messengers because 10-9 is radio code for "What?" or "Repeat that."
ILWU International President Brian McWilliams also spoke to the
assembly "I wish the windows in these office buildings would open so the
corporate decision makers could hear the message nobody could better
deliver than all of you messengers," McWilliams said. He told them they
deserved decent wages and health benefits and the only way to get them
is to organize.
San Francisco Labor Council Secretary-Treasurer Walter Johnson
and California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasurer Art
Pulaski also pledged the full support of the local and state labor movement for the courier industry organizing campaign.
Community support for the messengers' organizing came from other
quarters as well. Bob Planthold of the Senior Action Network said his
group also wants slower, safer streets and he urged the messengers not to
fall for the bosses' old tactic of saying the industry can't afford unionization. Dave Snyder of the San Francisco Bike Coalition told the messen_
gers the vision of a pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly Market Street will
San Francisco Supervisor Tom Ammon° presents commendations to the United
become a reality.
Bay Area Delivery Drivers Mark Gunther and the San Francisco Bicylce
Messengers Association President Howard Williams. (From left to right. Tom
Just before the end of the rally San Francisco Mayor Willie Brown
Ammon°. 109 Day MC Mubudi Abdullah Muhhammad. Mark Gunther
arrived and offered his support for the messengers and their organizing
and Howard Williams.)
drive.
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Australian beef

By Steve Stallone
As dawn slowly crept over a cool
gray sky Saturday, May 9, the container ship, the Columbus Canada
slipped quietly to berth at Terminal
Island in the Port of Long Beach,
Calif. But the arrival of the vessel,
loaded by scab labor in the Australian
ports of Melbourne and Sydney,
would make a noise heard in ports
and shipping executive offices around
the world.
Community activists and trade
unionists had anticipated the ship's
call for weeks, ever since Patrick
Stevedoring Co., with the aid of the
conservative Australian government,
had run the "wharfies" off the docks
with armed guards and attack dogs
April 7 and replaced them with a scab
workforce. Their union, Maritime
Union of Australia(MUA),responded
with mass picketing at ports around
country
West Coast longshore workers
had seen these kind of union-busting
actions on docks before, in Mexico,
Brazil, Liverpool. And they'd seen the
first attempts to do it at home, at
LAXT, the coal export dock at the
Port of Los Angeles, and ICTF, the
rail intermodal facility there. This
was no abstract theory of labor casualization. This was their lives and
their livelihood.
The coast had been buzzing for
weeks with the latest news from
down under, news of picket lines
attacked, of ships loaded by scabs. So
once the Columbus Canada cruised
up the port's Main Channel and
berthed at the Matson Terminal, it
was greeted by a sign-toting, chanting picket line of some 1,500 community people and unionists. Marching
in front of the terminal gates the
pickets turned back several trucks
bringing containers scheduled to be
loaded on the ship and others that
had planned to pick up cans.

On the Columbus Canada picket fine.

Slobodan Dimitrov

Scab cargo ages in L.A. Harbor

The Columbus Canada bunkering in the Los Angeles harbor awaiting its return to Australia.
Despite the early hour the Tom Warren, Longshore Local 13
demonstrators kept up a spirited line, B.A. Tim Purdue and Walking Bosses
greeting friends and neighbors and Local 94 Vice President George
exchanging the latest information Hilbert were conferring with Chuck
about Australia and the scab ship. Wallace, the Labor Relations ComOne picket brought a boom box and a mitteeman for the employer group
few people around him marched in Pacific Maritime Association about
the impasse. They officially came to
rhythm to Otis Redding:
disagreement on whether the picket
line constituted a health and safety
"Sittin' in the morning sun,
be sittin' when the evening comes. hazard the workers did not have to
cross. By 9:30 the arbitration process
Watching the ships roll in,
Then I watch them roll away again..." kicked in.
Behind the gates in a fourth floor
When the marine clerks and long- conference room in the Matson
shore workers dispatched to work the Terminal office, Southern California
Columbus Canada arrived for the Area arbitrator John Pandora conmorning shift, they declined to cross vened a hearing of the union and
the line. By 9:15 Clerks Local 63 B.A. employer representatives. In a scene
mirroring a courtroom
drama, both parties made
opening statements, presented their cases and gave
closing arguments. The
employers argued the
union was violating the
contract by not working
the ship. The union representatives countered that
the picket line was a health
and safety hazard the contract said the workers
needn't cross. Pandora
ruled for the employers.
At 11:15 Warren walked
through the gate out to the
awaiting picket line. The
demonstrators and workers gathered around him.
"The arbitrator has ruled
that this is not a bona fide
health and safety situation," Warren told the
crowd, adding that the
workers were required to
go to work.
"I'm assigned to work
this shift and I'm not going
in," one longshore worker
shouted.
"I'm not going to work
either,"
another
dispatched worker shouted
with a voice hoarse from
chanting all morning.
Spontaneously the crowd
picked up the Australian
picket line slogan, adding
its own regional twist:
"MUA, here to stay!
No scab cargo in L.A."
The video images of that
display of defiant solidarity

lead the newscast on all three of
Australia's national TV networks the
next day.
The picket line continued and a
little before noon a local "roach
coach" pulled up and gave out free
coffee to refuel the flagging marchers.
Before the beginning of the next shift
the Columbus Canada was pulled out
of berth to anchor outside the harbor
while Matson brought in its Coast
shuttle Ewa to be worked. As the redorange hulled scab ship skulked out
the channel like a dog with its tail
between its legs, the pickets declared
victory and went home to prepare for
the next round.
The next day passed without incident, but Monday morning Matson
ordered another work gang for the 5
p.m. shift to unload the Columbus
Canada. Immediately the community
phone tree activated. A leaflet calling
for another picket line was produced,
faxed around town, copied and distributed. As people began to gather at
the terminal in the early afternoon,
Matson called and cancelled the
order. The pickets held a brief rally
and dispersed.
The ship continued to sit at
anchorage for the next two weeks,
becoming a fixture, a kind of harbor
landmark, with its perishable cargo
of beef and lamb aging every day.
Columbus Line hired the notorious
law
firm
Littler
anti-union
Mendelson and on May 18 filed a lawsuit in federal court against the
ILWU. The suit asked for at least $4.9
million in damages for "lost commissions to Columbus, spoiled perishables, and lost revenue to HamburgSud" (the parent company of
Columbus).
Alleging the union also "acted
with fraud, oppression and malice"
toward the company, it asked for
punitive damages as well. Columbus
Line also filed charges with the
NLRB alleging the union engaged in
unlawful actions directed at neutral
employers.
The parties were able to work out
a successful resolution that resulted
in dismissal of all legal claims. In the
end the cargo ship left the port and
headed back to Australia with its 160
scab-loaded containers still on-board.
Not one other ship carrying containers loaded by Patrick's scab labor
again dared to venture into a North
American West Coast port.
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War on the waterfront

The Australian docks dispute
Last spring ILWU members
watched from afar the attempt by the
Australian government and employers to casualize labor on the docks
there. The following is a brief synopsis of those events.
When Australia's Liberal Party—
which is actually a right-wing
Margaret Thatcherite type political
organization—campaigned for national elections in 1996, its platform
explicitly called for busting the country's dock worker union, the Maritime Union of Australia.
The Liberal Party denounced the
MUA's coastwise contract as a
"monopoly stranglehold" on the
country's export economy. Its leaders felt if they could smash the
"wharfies," one of the strongest
unions in the country, the rest of
Australia's unions would fall like
dominoes.
Like Thatcher's Conservative
Party, the Liberal Party did not win a
majority of the votes, but it was able
to put together a ruling coalition with
several smaller conservative parties
in the country's Parliamentary government. During its first year in
office, the Liberal Party, under the
leadership of Prime Minister John
Howard, prepared for a confrontation
with the MUA by passing a series of
repressive labor laws, making Australia one of the most anti-worker
countries in the industrial world.
As secret government documents
that were later revealed showed,
Howard and his Workplace Relations
minister, Peter Reith, conspired with
Patrick Stevedoring Co., the nation's
second largest stevedoring business
with operations in all Australia's
major ports, to open scab docks.
Their first attempt began in
November 1997 when 70 men-29 of
whom were active soldiers in the
Australian Defense Force—were
recruited to be trained as scab dockers at the port of Dubai in the United
Arab Emirates. When the International Transport Workers Federation got word of the plot, its officials
in London sent a message to the
UAE's embassy there expressing its
displeasure—and that of its worldwide affiliates—with the country's

apparent participation in the union- cultural business exporters in
busting scheme. As a country com- Australia long seeking a way around
pletely dependent upon trade, the the MUA. The wharfies put up a pickUAE made the strategic decision not et line, but the company sent in goons
to anger the global union of seafar- armed with batons and riot gear.
ers and dockers. It revoked the They seized control of the cranes,
Australians' visas and expelled them locked out the workers and prepared
to run Australia's first scab dock.
Dec. 14.
The MUA responded by immediNews reports of the bizarre plot
shocked the nation, but merely ately striking other parts of Webb
delayed, not deterred, the govern- Dock for three weeks until court
ment and Patrick. On Jan. 28 Patrick orders forced an end to the walkout
leased part of Webb Dock in the port Feb. 16. The union began a series of
city of Melbourne to a group con- rolling strikes at other Patrick docks
trolled by the National Farmers until the courts issued an injunction
Federation, an organization of agri- banning them.

Then, on the night of April 7,
armed goons with dogs raided
Patrick's facilities around the country in military assault fashion and
ran the workers off the docks. Patrick
declared all 1400 of its employees
sacked. The MUA put up picket lines
everywhere and the country's entire
labor movement, led by the
Australian Council of Trade Unions
(Australia's AFL-CIO), backed the
wharfies knowing that if the government could bust the MUA, no union
in the country was safe.
At various ports the police tried
to break the picket lines, but the
sheer number of people there and the
popularity of the cause restricted the
effectiveness of that tactic. Cargo
unloaded from ships sat on the docks
and trucks carrying cargo to ports for
export couldn't get through the gates.
International solidarity actions affected what little did get out.
On April 21 a federal court judge
found that Patrick had "arguably
engaged in an unlawful conspiracy"
to sack its workers and ordered them
all reinstated until the court could
have a full-blown hearing of the case.
A series of court appeals delayed their
return to work until May 7.
Still a settlement was not finalized. While the docks were back in
business, Patrick continued to try to
find ways to cut its workforce in half.
Maneuvers for power positions continued with lawsuits and counter
suits.
The MUA was suing Patrick and
the government for unlawful conspiracy in firing the workers, claiming
$300-400 million in damages. Patrick
was suing to have the MUA deregistered as a legal union for alleged illegal strikes, secondary boycotts and
interference with contractual relations with trade and business. The
and
Competition
Australian
Consumer Commission, a governmental agency, was suing the MUA
for alleged violations of the Trade
Practices Act,including promoting an
international boycott of ships and
Australian products.
A deal that included the dismissal
lawsuits was finally struck in
all
of
September (see MUA statement
below for details).

Official public statement by the union

MUA explains the peace settlement
The peace treaty between Patrick
and the MUA has been sealed, with
the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission yesterday certifying
enterprise agreements covering
Patrick operations. At the same time
an out of court settlement has been
reached with the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission,
whereby Patrick will pay damages in
excess of $5 million arising out of the
dispute. Patrick has also agreed to pay
the MUA legal costs of $1.8 million.
However the agreement cannot
be implemented and workers will not
be taking redundancy until outstanding issues regarding contracting and
maintenance are resolved.
Contrary to spin doctors working
for Workplace Relations Minister
Peter Reith and Patrick boss Chris
Corrigan said, only one in four
Patrick workers will take redundancy Around 600 part-time and casual
MUA members, locked out on the
night of April 7, all have kept their
jobs despite attempts by Mr Corrigan
to replace them with non-union
workers. Of the 600 older, permanent
workers leaving Patrick, up to 200

will remain in the industry working
for a maintenance contractor. Others
may also apply for jobs with the contractors who will provide cleaning
and security work.
The infamous security guards
employed by Patrick during the dispute will all go.
As with all enterprise agreements
the union cannot take "protected
action" until a new industrial agreement is negotiated. But the normal
exemptions for stoppages over health
and safety issues, etc., apply.
The ACCC settlement also
exempts any industrial action the
International Transport Workers/MUA takes in support of exploited
foreign seafarers on ships visiting
Australian ports. In addition the
MUA-ACCC settlement provides a
dispute resolution procedure in the
event of an alleged boycott. The
ACCC also acknowledges that action
taken by the MUA against unfair dismissals, etc., would be exempt.
ACCC Chairman Professor Fels
told Australian Broadcasting Company: "I would certainly say that this
was an unusual case. The MUA did

not go on strike. They were locked
out, they were dismissed by Patricks
and also the Federal Court had found
that there was an arguable case that
the dismissal was, indeed, illegal. So,
in that situation, it was rather difficult to take sides on the rights and
wrongs of the dispute."
But MUA National Secretary
John Coombs said the settlement vindicated the union: "What we've got is
essentially an out of court settlement
where Patrick is paying all the costs
and damages. In such eases I don't
think there is any doubt in the public
mind who won, who was in the right
and who was in the wrong."
Mr. Coombs thanked the labour
movement and the community for
their support during the dispute.
"Many people, both individuals and
unionists, contributed to our victory.
We do not believe for one moment
that we could have achieved so much
without the ongoing moral and financial support from the public and the
labour movement, here and abroad.
The dedication and work of the
ACTU, in particular Jennie George,
Bill Kelty and Greg Combet, was

remarkable. The time and energy the
local trades and labour councils gave
was outstanding, especially in mobilising community support. The support of our local Labor MPs, too, cannot go without thanks."
Individual letters of thanks have
gone out to everyone who sent a
donation and Patrick members have
voted to contribute $1,000 each to a
fighting fund in defence of Australian
trade unionism.
The MUA held a function at the
Victorian Trades Hall on July 24 to
thank supporters and a Sydney function
will be held in October. MUA National
Council has passed a resolution thanking
all unions for the part they played during
this historic dispute. It reads as follows:
"National Council expresses
appreciation for the ACTU and affiliated unions and, in particular, to the
CFMEU for the financial support and
the solidarity displayed in the community pickets throughout the dispute. Council also expressed appreciation to the international unions, the
ITF and its affiliates for the international support for the union in this
dispute."
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IRMINGER FACES CONTEMPT
HEARING IN NEPTUNE JADE CASE

Alt11111111

ership.
The union's attorneys filed for dismissal of the case Oct. 19 because the
courts have no right to interfere in collectively bargained agreements, according to the Norris-LaGuardia Act.
The Supreme Court has carved out a
few narrow exceptions to the act, but
none of them apply to this case.
One of those exceptions allows
courts to step in when a union strikes
theory—if you tell a lie often enough, instead of honoring its contractual
it will be accepted as truth. So PMA commitment to arbitrate. But in this
spokespeople have continuously told case PMA is seeking to abandon the
trade and business publications there agreed-upon arbitration process
have been 155 illegal work stoppages rather than enforce it. And in six of
seven instances cited by the
PMA, the alleged work stoppage was not over an issue that
the sides had agreed to arbitrate. PMA may be dissatisfied
with the results of the process,
but it signed a contract agreeing to it.
"PMA lost and now it wants
to change the rules," said
ILWU attorney An Krantz.
"But that's an issue it must
negotiate, not litigate."
—Steve Ste/lone

Pressing on with its Neptune
Jade witch hunt, PMA is asking an
Alameda County Superior Court
judge to compel ILWU member
Robert Irminger to name names of
those who organized and participated
in the scab ship picket line last year
or face contempt of court charges.
The hearing on the matter will be Defense Committee are asking everyheld at the courthouse at Jackson and one who can to come out to the Nov.
13th Streets in downtown Oakland 17 rally and bring your banners and
Tuesday, Nov. 17 at 9:30 a.m. The picket signs.
union will hold a rally there to
—Steve Ste/lone
protest PMA's actions at 9:00 a.m.
In a seven-hour deposition
Sept. 3 Irminger, the Neptune
Jade picket line captain and
IBU San Francisco Region
chair, cited the Constitutional
right of free speech and freedom of association in his
refusal to name those who participated in lawful, peaceful
demonstrations. Irminger was
scheduled for two more days of
depositions, but PMA attorneys cancelled them and
instead filed the motion to compel Irminger to inform on the
LOCAL 518 MEMBERS
protesters.
CONVICTED OF CONTEMPT
If Judge Henry Needham,
Undaunted by contempt of
Jr. agrees with PMA, ILWU
court convictions, ILWUattorney Rob Remar said he
Canada Local 518 samplers
will ask the court for a stay of
testers vowed to continue
and
the order and then appeal the
their
fight for jobs at Sultrans,
decision.
Ltd.,
raided out from under
The lawsuit arises from an
them by Certispec Services, a
action that happened in Septnon-union
testing
firm.
ember 1997. The Neptune Jade,
Provincial
Judge
David
Tysoe
a container ship loaded by nonruled Oct. 29 that the workers
union labor at a port adminisviolated an injunction issued
tered by the same company that
Aug. 18 against picketing.
had fired the Liverpool dockers,
In that order the judge forsailed into the Port of Oakland
bade
any action that might
Tom Price
on the second anniversary of the
seem
to
be an attempt at shutdockers' sacking. A picket line
ecognizing the continuing importance of the ILWU on the waterfront, San Francisco ting down the Sultran's Port
was set up by local labor and
Mayor Willie Brown appointed ILWU International President Brian McWilliams to the Moody, British Columbia dock.
community activists and ILWU
city's
Port Commission. McWilliams will become the third ILWU president to sit on Management argued that since
members did not cross it for
the
five-person
commission, following Harry Bridges and Jimmy Herman. McWilliams (third the workers were no longer
three days. The ship eventually
from
was
sworn
in by Brown (on left) Oct. 22 along with Pius Lee, a Chinatown busi- employed at the site any pickleft)
left without being worked. It
nessman
(second
from
left) and Michael Hardeman. of the Sign Display Local 510(on right), eting would be a secondary
received similar receptions in
boycott and would be interVancouver, British Columbia for his second term.
and at two ports in Japan.
"It's an honor to follow in the footsteps of Harry and Jimmy and to be appointed to a preted as an attempt to influence union members to stay
This act of international sol- position of prestige and responsibility in my hometown." McWilliams said.
home, even though Local 518
idarity was so effective the MLA
McWilliams was the logical choice to replace Jimmy Herman, and not only because of members didn't actually predecided to sue the pickets for his leadership position in the ILWU. He also has good personal relations with other unions
vent anyone from working.
hundreds of thousands of dollars working at the port, such as SUP MFOW, HERE, SEIU and
IAM, and years of experience on
"We admitted the breach of
in an effort to harass them and
port committees.
the
order," said
Barry
intimidate future would-be
his
McWilliams
said
priority
on
the
commission
will
be
to
refocus
the
port
on
maritime
Holloway,
Local
518
president.
demonstrators. Named in the
complaint were Irminger, Local uses in San Francisco and regionally. He said he will also assemble a group of advisors About 40 friends and support10 Executive Board member including the ILWU's West Bay Legislative Committee, the San Francisco Labor Council and ers attended the hearing, he
said. While the union did not
Jack Heyman,the Golden Gate local community groups.
McWilliams joins a host of other ILWU officers and members who are port commis- contest the facts of the case,
chapter of the Labor Party, the
Laney College Labor Studies sioners along the Coast, including Jack Bloch (Local 98) in Seattle, Richard Marzano (Local the injustice of busting the
Club and the Peace and 23) in Tacoma, Don Hopkins (Local 52) in Everett, Larry Larson (Local 21 retired) in members for exercising free
speech rights struck many
Freedom Party.
Longview and Jess Herrera (Local 46) in Port Hueneme.
defendants as wrong.
At a hearing March 10
—Steve Stallone
The court, however, sees the
Judge Needham threw out the
picket
line differently. "They
complaints against Heyman and
see
it
as
an invisible electric
the Labor Party, citing their First
on the Coast in the last three years
PMA SUES TO THROW OUT
fence
across
the
entrance,"
Holloway
Amendment rights to free speech and
and those papers slavishly repeat
said.
"There's
no
such
thing
as an
ARBITRATION SYSTEM
assembly. But the court allowed the
that without bothering to fact check
informational
picket
in
the
Province
PMA to pursue Irminger. The Laney
PMA filed another lawsuit it. But that kind of tactic won't cut it
of British Columbia."
College Labor Studies Club and the against the ILWU Sept. 4. Naming in a court of law.
The judge imposed fines of about
Peace and Freedom Party were never longshore Local 13 and clerks Local
So in their brief PMA attorneys
two-thirds
what the B.C. Maritime
served.
63 as well as the International, the cite only a handful of instances to
In its continuing quest to find suit claims the union has violated the back up their contention that the Employers' Association (BCMEA)
more defendants to hold responsible contract. Alleging that "lawlessness" union "cynically" and "with impuni- asked and gave the union and memfor its losses, the PMA subpoenaed all reigns on the West Coast docks and ty" abuses the contract's no-strike bers four months to pay or face jail.
documents the ILWU International deploring the union's "quasi-criminal clause and the arbitration process The local faces $10,000 (U.S. $6,700)
and Locals 10 and 34 have "that activities" and "contemptuous behav- with meritless work stoppages—and in fines, Holloway $1,000, and Local
relate or refer to the demonstrating" ior," the employers ask the court to they had to distort and/or omit the 518 Secretary-Treasurer Marion
Chorney $500. Eighteen members face
or to the organizing or planning of toss out the arbitration process that facts to come up with those.
fines
from $250 to $500. Workers
the demonstrating at the Yusen has been in the longshore contract
Claiming they have no remedy to
argued
the right of free speech
Terminal in Oakland where the since the 1930s. They want it deal with the union's actions that
Neptune Jade berthed from Sept. 28 replaced with a "Special Master" to they predict are "sure to continue in includes the right to express their disto Oct. 1, 1997. On Aug. 12 Judge rule on waterfront disputes.
the future," PMA's attorneys ask the satisfaction at the boss' doorstep. But
the judge claimed the fines, and possiNeedham ruled that the documents,
Their reasoning is so faulty and court for an injunction to nullify the
all of which were held by The their facts so full of fantasy, union existing arbitration system. Instead ble jail time, were necessary to mainDispatcher, were privileged under the attorneys have moved that the court they want the court to appoint a tain "the rule of law." The injunction
California Shield Law, which protects dismiss the suit as being without Special Master who will immediately forbids picketing at Vancouver
from subpoena all materials generat- merit.
adjudicate any further disputes and Wharves in North Vancouver and
Pacific Coast Terminals in Port Moody.
ed by journalists in the course of
PMA's public relations depart- who will have the power to "punish
Holloway said the unionists were
gathering the news.
ment has recently been operating disobedience" with monetary sancnot
likely to pay the fines since they
The ILWU and the Neptune Jade under Joseph Goebbels' propaganda tions against the union and its lead-
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McWilliams appointed to
San Francisco Port Commission
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issue.
had already paid by losing about 30
Crowley has new job opportunipercent of the local's work.
ties in Valdez, Alaska after having
The dispute began in July when
taken over work done there previousSultrans Ltd., a major sulfur exporter,
ly by Tidewater, a non-union comparemoved testing and inspecting conny. But Crowley also wants to reduce
tracts from unionized firms that permanning by combining the job of Able
formed the work for 27 years. The
Bodied Seaman and tankerman.
work requires experience and care
"The IBU has held out forever
because bulk sulfur is susceptible to
against that," Engels said.
dust explosions with devastating
The IBU has set up a hot line so
results.
De La Mater explained that Local towing industry on the Coast. The
When the Ever Gloria, the first 75 was concerned about scab en- San Francisco Crowley and Los rank-and-file members can get upship to be inspected by Certispec, croachment into its jurisdiction and Angeles Foss contracts are tied to dates on the negotiations. Call 1-880IBU-ILWU extension 11 for informaarrived at Pacific Coast Terminal's the local's new officers had a new, these negotiations.
Port Moody dock Aug. 17, a picket line aggressive policy of reclaiming its terSo far both sides have just tion on Crowley and extension 26 for
information on Foss.
appeared and some longshore workers
--Steve Stallone
didn't work that day. Police
arrested 12 workers the next
LOCAL 14 UNIT GETS
day after the BCMEA obtained
CONTRACT ENFORCED
ITS
picketing.
against
injunctions
The company also got an order
Sometimes employers will try
requiring the cops to bust peoto squeeze a little more out of
ple who appeared to be pickettheir workers just because they
ing. Police made eight more
think they can. That's when
arrests Aug. 20.
the union is needed to give a
The ship was delayed in
swift kick back in response.
loading 20,000 tons of sulfur
Longshore and clerks Local
by concerns for safety, as non14 workers at Humboldt Bay
union testers sampled the
Marina spent more than a year
cargo.
negotiating a contract, finally
The Ever Gloria suffered
securing jurisdiction, benefits,
two days worth of delays in
retroactive pay and wage
Portland, Oregon. In Australia
increases last March. But after
the delay was almost a week.
it was signed and sealed the
Other ships inspected by nonHarbor Commissioners pulled a
union samplers and testers
fast one, cutting back on the
have come under scrutiny at
agreed upon raises. Because
ports on several continents.
this was a seven-person unit in
Shell Oil, Sultran's parent
a small port, the commissioners
multinational, has become a tarthought they could get away
get for international protests.
with it.
The International Transport
"They were going to see just
Workers Federation (ITF) and
how far they could push," said
the International Federation
Carol Deraita, the Harbor
of Chemical, Energy, Mine and
District's bookkeeper and presGeneral Workers Unions
ident of Local 14's Unit A.
(ICEM)issued a joint statement
The commissioners took
Sept. 28 calling for pressure on
Ordinance One, a harbor law
Sultrans and Shell.
on wage increases that had
Some concerned citizens
been on the books for years,
have picketed Shell service
and reinterpreted it to the
stations and other facilities in
workers' disadvantage. PreTom Price
Canada, and the ITF has
viously a new employee at the
spread the word on Sultrans'
journey of 10,000 miles began with a single container lift from the lot at Longshore Harbor District would be on
and Shell's union-busting to
Local 10 in San Francisco Oct. 21. The box, holding 10,000 donated books as well as probation for six months and at
dockers the world over.
office supplies and computers is bound for the Africa Research Library on the island the end of that time would be
Dockers at the ITF's 39th
given a step raise. Then, six
of Zanzibar off the coast of the East African nation of Tanzania.
International Congress in
Former U.C. Berkeley Professor Ed Ferguson, donor of 6,000 of the books from his months later, upon the anniverNew Delhi, India discussed the
Africa studies library, first worked with Local 10 member Leo Robinson on a project with sary of the date of hire, the
locked out Local 518 members
employee would get another
school children in Berkeley donating books to children in South Africa. Later, when
and how they might help them
raise.
Ferguson left Berkeley for Smith College in Massachusetts, he thought Robinson and Local
out.
The commissioners reinter10 might be able to help him move the books to his colleague Professor Abdul Sheriff, cura- preted the ordinance to mean
"It's good to have the ITF
behind us," Holloway said. tor at the Zanzibar Museum and organizer of the new library.
the second raise would not
The project grew over the next four years as others donated books and equipment and come for a year after the end of
"Our spirits are high and
more Local 10 members got involved. Teamsters Union driver Larry Aiello from Sealand probation.
we're going to carry on our
Corp. (climbing into cab) moved the box to Pier 80 in San Francisco. (Also pictured are
For another employee the
fight because we have no alterunilaterally
native. Losing is not an
Local 10 Sergeant-at-Arms Robert Costa, Local 10 member Gus Cresci and BALMA commissioners
option."
President Frank Cresci.) Columbus Lines took it to Los Angeles and then to Australia, where changed her anniversary date,
--Tom Price
setting back when she would
Maritime Union of Australia members will ship it on to Africa.
—Tom Price get her raises.
LOCAL 75 RECLAIMS
The members tried to go
JURISDICTION
through the established grievOn Thursday, Sept. 10 watchmen ritory. He informed them that Local exchanged proposals, but priorities ance procedure, but ending up talkLocal 75 Secretary-Treasurer Bill De 75 would be attending the Kenny are already becoming clear. The ing to the same two commissioners
La Mater received a call from one of Loggins concert that evening, either union's main issues will be wage who negotiated the contract. Not surhis members reporting activity at San as security officers inside Pier 35 or increases, maintenance of benefits, prisingly, they voted to uphold the
manning levels, work rules and safe- Commission's position.
Francisco's Pier 35, where some non- as picketers outside the Pier.
In response union attorney An
union guards were working. Re"The choice is yours," De La ty, and outsourcing of work to nonwrote the commissioners a
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with his associates, Dailey agreed is getting back the four-man boat. they could not unilaterally change
facility that afternoon.
The port had sub-leased Pier 35 that all future security work at Pier Last spring the company tried to uni- the terms of a collectively bargained
to Hartmann Studios, an event ser- 35 would be done by Local 75 mem- laterally reduce tow boat crews from agreement.
Krantz told them that unless the
vices contractor staging a party for a bers. The scab guards were then dis- five to four, requiring a deckhand to
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move increased the workload and union would file suit to enforce the
Monday night. Kenny Loggins had Watchmen.
—Steve Stallone hours considerably, adding to stress, contract. At their Sept. 10 meeting,
been booked to perform.
fatigue and safety concerns. The IBU the commissioners voted to reverse
At 8 a.m. Monday, Sept. 14, Local
took the matter to arbitration and themselves and pay the raises they
75 reestablished the picket line and
IBU STARTS NEGOTIATIONS
the
won, getting back the jobs of twelve had previously agreed to.
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until
continued it
WITH FOSS AND CROWLEY
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though we're a small unit in a
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Port of San Francisco and Hartmann two companies employ more than 500 at Foss is more prepared and militant percent."
—Steve Stallone
people and set the standard for the after winning the last fight on this
Studios president Mark Guelfi.
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NLRB RULES FOR LOCKED-OUT
DETROIT NEWSPAPER
WORKERS-AGAIN
Locked-out newspaper workers in
Detroit know the meaning of
patience. Essentially victorious in
every case brought before the
National Labor Relations Board, they
have fought for their jobs for over
three years as publishers delayed settlement by filing endless appeals.
The 1200 workers, represented
by six unions, left their jobs in July
13, 1995 after management unilaterally changed conditions of employment. After workers made an unconditional offer to return to work in
February 1997, publishers for The
Detroit News and The Detroit Free
Press refused to re-employ former
strikers and kick out the scabs.
NLRB Administrative Law Judge
Thomas Wilks conducted six months
of hearings on the case. In June 1997
he ruled the strike an unfair labor
practice lockout, citing 10 company
violations of labor law. Wilks ordered
reinstatement with pay and scab
removal, but the publishers appealed.
Other rulings affirmed the unfair
labor practice ruling and the publishers' debt to the locked-out workers
for back pay.
Management's only tactic has
been denial and delay. Its refusal to
re-employ the locked out workers
makes it liable for the lost wages, now
in the tens of millions of dollars. In
the latest ruling Aug. 27, all five top
NLRB members affirmed the previous rulings.
"William B. Gould (outgoing chair
of the NLRB) really pushed for the
ruling, and they issued it the last day
before he retired," said Alan Forsyth,
a striker who currently works for the
Detroit Sunday Journal, the strikers'
weekly publication. Even the two
Republicans on the board, former
labor attorneys who represent business, voted for the workers, Forsyth
said.
The NLRB's Aug. 27 ruling
ordered the News and Free Press to
reinstate the locked out workers
within 21 days and pay back wages as
required under federal law. The company again appealed, delaying what
will almost certainly be the largest
back pay award in U.S. labor history
Circulation at the two dailies
declined from 900,000 to 600,000
because of the community's boycott.
The Sunday combined home delivery,
the most profitable circulation for the
owners, plummeted to below 500,000.
Other unions have "adopted" the
families of locked out workers, providing material support and solidarity. Throughout the Detroit area supporters placed signs on their lawns
saying: "No scab papers wanted
here."
Workers inside the company
reported that at a recent meeting of
managers a circulation department
head warned that sales were falling
fast and if that wasn't turned around
they would "close the doors and turn
off the lights." The managers were
flabbergasted.
The circulation manager asked
the meeting what could be done
about the falling sales and a murmuring of voices said: "Settle." When she
asked,"What was that?" a large number of voices loudly said: "Settle."
—Tom Price

UC GRADUATE STUDENTS
PREPARE TO STRIKE
Graduate student employees at
the eight campuses of the University
of California received a big morale
boost in early October, when Steven
Yokich, president of the United Auto
Workers, announced that the UAW
would pay them strike benefits
should they be forced to walk off their
jobs this winter.

PRIM THE
LABOR AIOITIILIRENIT
"People were concerned about
losing pay when they're already living close to the line—teaching assistants and other grad student employees aren't paid a lot to begin with,"

said Ricardo Ochoa, president of the
Association of Graduate Student
Employees at the UC Berkeley campus. "When we were told we'd have
access to the strike fund, it gave us all

ABC locks out news crews

B

David Bacon

ABC-Ws lockout of camera operators, sound technicians, producers and
writers on the eve of election day may have backfired for the company as its
scab crews were shut out of live coverage of candidate parties and refused
interviews with victorious Democrats.
The 2,000 members of the National Association of Broadcast Employees
and Technicians (NABET) have been working without a contract since March
31, 1997 and have been in negotiations since the previous January. The talks
have been stalled because ABC, now owned by Disney, has been insisting on
takeaways NABET, an affiliate of the Communication Workers of America,
finds unacceptable.
Among the issues the company presented in its last, best and final offer
are a reduction in the company's pension plan contributions, sharp infringements into the union's jurisdiction, a change in the workers' health care coverage and dramatic increases in the use of daily hires instead of regular staff.
ABC wants to cut its payment into the pension plan from nine to three percent, even though the plan consultants say it needs to be at least seven percent to maintain current levels, Kevin Wilson, NABET Local 51 president in
San Francisco, said.
"They're trying to cut off any chance of giving cost of living raises," Wilson
said.
ABC is trying to attack NABET's jurisdiction by taking away any work that
is done on computers as it invests more in more in new technology. For example, video editing, a job traditionally done by NABET members, is now being
done on computers instead of tape machines.
At ABC's San Francisco affiliate KGO the company is demanding even
more concessions, including a five-year wage freeze and a two tier wage and
benefit system for new hires.
"They're trying to bust us one at a time and they've started in San
Francisco," Wilson said.
But it was the health care issue that sparked the labor dispute. ABC wants
to eliminate the plan NABET has had for years and replace it with its Disney
Signature Plan. For six months the union has been seeking information about
the proposed plan, what it covers and how much it will cost members out of
pocket. But the company failed to provide the information even though it is
insisting the union accept the plan. The union filed an Unfair Labor Practice
charge with the NLRB in September, but still never received the information.
So on Nov. 2 NABET members walked out on a 24-hour ULP strike.
Eight hours into the strike ABC informed the workers they were locked
out. The union responded by filing another ULP charging that the lockout is
in retaliation for the workers exercising their legal rights.
But the timing of the lockout proved problematic for ABC. The night
before the election, California Senator Barbara Boxer and gubernatorial candidate Gray Davis made an appearance at ILWU Local 10's hall in San
Francisco. The ABC scab crews were kept out of the building while the
NABET picketers joined the soon-to-be victorious politicians on stage.
Election night Boxer had the ABC scabs thrown out of her victory party.
Although they sought and received a court order for admittance later that
night, Boxer refused them an interview. Vice President Al Gore, who had
recently courted CVVA at its convention, also declined to be interviewed that
night on ABC.
At press time NABET members were still on the picket line awaiting word
from the NLRB.
—Steve Stallone

more courage and our organizing
effort more momentum."
The announcement should have
also given pause to UC administrators since it makes a strike much
more likely. Since last May graduate
student employees on all the eight
campuses have taken strike votes.
All of their associations, which are
organized campus by campus, are
affiliated with the UAW. More than
9,000 grad student workers are
employed at the university. With
more than half of them participating,
the decision to authorize a strike
received 87 percent support.
Graduate student employees
actually carry a great deal of the
teaching load at the university. While
professors in many courses lecture to
audiences numbering in the hundreds, teaching assistants provide
instruction, hold discussions and
answer questions in the smaller sessions between lectures, as well as
grade papers and monitor student
performance. In some cases, associates even teach their own courses.
Other graduate student employees
work as readers and tutors. Without
the work of all of them collectively,
university instruction would basically
stop.
For years these workers have
been trying to get the university to
recognize their associations and bargain a contract, providing better pay
and benefits, and giving the student
employees basic workplace rights.
The university has consistently maintained the position that they are all
students who just earn a little money
on the side, and not workers at all.
The university has refused to recognize their associations or bargain,
despite a number of work stoppages
on various campuses in years past.
Student employees won an
important legal victory recently when
the Public Employees Relations
Board, which administers the state's
Higher Education Employee Relations Act, held that the 500 grad student workers on the UC San Diego
campus were employees within the
meaning of the law. Last June they
voted by a 3-1 majority on the campus
in favor of representation by their
student employee association. Then
PERB rejected a university appeal of
the balloting, again claiming that the
student employees weren't covered
by the law. Despite the rejection, the
university nevertheless sent a letter
to the union saying that it would bargain for some of the student workers,
but not others.
In Los Angeles an administrative
law judge has also ruled that graduate student employees are covered by
the act. UC is appealing this decision
as well.
University stonewalling convinced the workers that a strike
would likely be necessary to enforce
the legal decisions and make the
administration comply with its
responsibility to bargain. In the past
graduate student employee strikes
have taken place on individual campuses and have been unsuccessful. A
more ambitious plan last year for
rolling one-day strikes system wide
was also unable to move UC's bosses.
Over the past year, therefore, on all of
the campuses, UAW graduate student
employee organizers have created
solid organizations. Although for
legal reasons they are seeking individual recognition on each campus,
this winter's probable strike action
will take place on all campuses simultaneously.
"Unless the university changes
its attitude drastically, this is going to
happen, and it's going to happen this
semester," Ochoa said. "UC is acting
as though the law just doesn't apply
to them, and people are angry at their
arrogance. We've just had enough."
—David Bacon
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WASTE MANAGEMENT CLERICALS
WIN FIRST CONTRACT

WHAT A DIFFERENCE
A UNION MAKES

The steely determination of a
group of 80 office clericals, partnered
with some savvy union work and a bit
of solidarity, has led to a strong first
contract and another organizing victory for Local 6.
Workers in the Oakland office of
Waste Management, one of the largest
garbage companies in the world,
began organizing in October 1997
after the company started cutting
back on their vacation time, sick
days and holidays. They complained of favoritism, arbitrary pay
scales and the extensive use of
temp workers, many of whom had
been there for years and were getting paid more than the regular
staff people doing the same job.
"People were getting really
scared because they were hiring
all these temps," said Victoria
Cenac, a payroll administrator
with 13 years at the office.
On Jan. 9, 1998 they voted by
more than a 2-1 margin to join
ILWU warehouse Local 6, which
also represents the workers at
Waste Manage-ment's landfill and
recycling facilities. But instead of
bargaining, the company tried to
frustrate the workers by dragging
out the negotiations. Then it tried
more takeaways, even eliminating
the pension plan.
"These are the first group of
office clericals in Waste Management's entire operation across the
country who are organizing, and
management wanted to make an
example of them," said Local 6
Business Agent Roberto Flotte. lust
because the unit is almost entirely
women, they thought they could
intimidate them. But these women
would not be intimidated."
Instead the workers began to
mobilize support. Knowing Waste
Management has the contract to collect garbage and recycling in the city
of Oakland and that the city has a
policy of supporting the right of
workers to organize, more than 40 of
the workers descended on City Hall
and presented their case to the City
Council at its regular meeting Oct. 6.
Next Local 6 got strike sanction
from the Alameda County Central
Labor Council and set a strike deadline. Then Teamster Local 70
Secretary-Treasurer Chuck Mack,
whose members drive the garbage and
recycling pickup trucks for the company, sent Business Agent Larry Diaz to
the negotiation sessions to assess the
situation. ILWU International Vice
President James Spinosa started sitting in on bargaining as well.
"Having the presence of the
International at negotiations was
something I wish people could have
seen," Flotte said. "It changed the
tone of the discussions. It showed
them we meant business."
Talks continued, but still the
strike deadline of midnight Nov. 3
loomed. That evening about 50 of the
workers met at the Local 6 hall after
work while negotiations went on just
a couple of blocks away and stayed
well past midnight awaiting word.
"People came in ready to either
ratify a contract or vote on a strike,"
Cenac said. "People were ready to
walk out."
The company was aware of the
gathering at the hall and it put a certain urgency to the situation.
"That was the pressure," Flotte
said. "They knew they had to come
up with something the workers would
accept."
And they did. The contract sets
wage scales for the various job categories at the higher levels of each one
so that those who were making the
least got the biggest raises.
"Quite a few people got raises of
three, four and five dollars per hour,"

One of the more common employer tactics in an organizing drive is to
threaten to move the work elsewhere
should the employees vote for a union.
But sometimes unionization and a
strong contract are really the only way
to ensure that the jobs don't runaway.
Local 63 office clerical workers at
Evergreen Shipping Lines in San
Pedro fought long and hard for
their first contract. When they
began back in November 1996,
however, they did not know they
were fighting for their jobs as well.
The standard Local 63 OCU contract includes a no-layoff clause that
effectively became a no-runaway
shop clause. When Evergreen decided this summer to move its West
Coast clerical operations a thousand
miles to exploit the right-to-work
(for less) state laws inland, it had a
contractual obligation to keep the
jobs in San Pedro.
While San Pedro's Evergren site
will be required to remain near the
docks, other office-clerical units
may not be so lucky. Unlike ship's
clerks, office clericals do not have
to be physically near the cargo
they control. Facing possible runaway shop situations, other office
clerical units on the Coast have
begun looking at unionization as
the only way to keep their jobs.
In the case of Solar
International, shipping agent for
Yang Ming lines in Oakland, workers
came to the ILWU seeking representation. International organizers gathered signed cards from the workers in
the office and filed a petition with the
NLRB on Oct. 13.
Solar management has resisted
organizing every step of the way. The
company has employed the unionprevention firm Littler-Mendolson to
challenge the make up ofthe bargaining unit. Currently the subject of unit
determination is before the NLRB.
Reversing the usual tactic where
management threatens to runaway if
workers organize, Solar claims it will
not move if the workers turn down
union representation. But management's unenforceable promise offers
nothing to workers who have already
conducted a long campaign for bargaining rights. Since there is no organized body of workers the company
can make a binding promise to, management themselves are making the
argument for the necessity of union
recognition.
The union's argument for organization revolves around a comparison
of wages and benefits as well as contractual guarantees against runaway
shops. At Evergreen workers received
huge increases in pay and benefits, as
well as protection against management's feudalistic control techniques.
Non-union workers have no such protection. Solar workers will have a
chance to choose for themselves at
the conclusion of the NLRB hearings,
when the board will schedule a representation election.
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Cenac said.
The workers also won what mattered to them most—the ILWU Local
6 pension plan. They got a cap of $12
per week maximum employee contribution to their health care coverage
for the length of the three-year contract, an excellent grievance procedure and strong arbitration language.
And the contract is timed to expire in
November 2001, the same time as
Waste Management's landfill workers
contract, giving more strength to
both units in the next negotiations.
The workers were pleased with
the deal and ratified the contract the
next day by a 50-2 vote.
— Steve Stallone

CAL BAY WORKERS
ON DECK WITH IBU
When a hundred thousand-ton oil
tanker arrives at the dock Cal Bay
Industrial Services workers tie it up,
mooring the ship securely to dry land.
Steel cables a couple inches thick
must be made fast to the pier, allowing for the ebb and flow of tides and
the rise or fall of the ship with currents and loading.
Cal Bay workers at Wickland
Docks in Martinez, Calif., OZOL in
Crockett and Exxon in Benicia do this
dangerous work without union protection and for only $8.50 an hour.
For a buck more they operate a
winch, hoisting ships' stores to the
deck and stowing them below by
hand down into the galley larder.
"Some of the new guys make less,
having not gotten any raises even
after their probation period ended,"
said Dan Garcia, a ten-year veteran
at Cal Bay. Some haven't gotten raises in years, he said. To make up
enough wages to pay the rent, workers often have to work 50 and more
hours a week.
"Sleep deprivation is really a
problem," Garcia said.
Cal Bay workers do the same
work union workers do, only they get
half the pay. They face the same hazards, but don't have the job security
to complain when they spot dangers.
For example, when a heavy mooring
line parts it can snap back 100 feet or
so and take a line handler's life.
"The place not to be is when you
can see straight down that line,
because if it parts, it's like you're
looking down the barrel of a shotgun," Garcia said.

In mid-June of this year the workers decided to make some changes and
called the Inlandboatmen's Union, the
Marine Division of the ILWU.
"Some of the IBU guys were on
the dock, looking over the site for
work on the Martinez Bridge project," Garcia said. Cal Bay workers
were impressed with the IBU tankermen, and the contact expanded to
include International organizers and
more IBU workers.
Two of the line handlers met with
ILWU International organizers in a
Crockett restaurant July 23. They
learned how the union works, taking
that knowledge back to their coworkers. Soon more line handlers
met with union organizers. They presented their beefs of low pay, poor
benefits and the lack of job security.
By Aug. 14 ten of the 14 workers
signed IBU representation cards.
Central Labor Council of Contra
Costa County Political Coordinator
Kirsten Cross and SecretaryTreasurer John Dalrymple, along
with IBU San Francisco Regional
Director Marina Secchitano and
ILWU organizers, presented a cardcheck recognition demand to Cal Bay
Aug. 24. The company's response was
to hire Jackson and Lewis, a unionprevention law firm, in the sort of
tactic that often prolongs the bargaining process. So the union filed for
an election with the NLRB Sept. 1.
Many of the same tankermen
who first started contact with Cal
Bay workers returned to a large scale
meeting with organizers, Secchitano
and five IBU bargaining committee
members Oct. 6.
IBU workers explained the hiring
hall to the Cal Bay workers. With the
kind of irregular work at Cal Bay, the
chance to get jobs through the union
hiring hall the IBU maintains for
members was a real incentive to join.
"It was great to see the enthusiasm
of our tankermen as they explained the
benefits of unionization—very inspiring," Secchitano said. "We often forget
all the things that we get from being in
a union, like having a voice in our
wages and working conditions."
Before the election management
held a few captive audience meetings
without success. The workers voted
for IBU representation by a nine-totwo margin Oct. 8. Now the hard work
of bargaining a first contract begins.
— Tom Price

—Tom Price

CONTACT YOUR ORGANIZER
International Director of Organizing
Peter Olney

415-775-0533

Southern California Organizer
Mike Diller
William Kramer

310-835-2770
310-835-2770

Northern California Organizer
Jerry Martin
Agustin Ramirez

415-775-0533
415-775-0533
916-371-5638

Columbia River Organizer
Michael Cannarella

503-223-6057

Puget Sound Organizer
Paul Bigman

206-448-1870
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Liverpool moves on: an interview with docker Mike Carden
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A: At the end of most strikes,
and how did they do?
A: Billy Bragg was among the especially when you've been defeated,
first if not the first comrade to come the idea is that you disappear and
and do a benefit as early as November join the ranks of the unemployed.
1995. He was playing in Liverpool, we Without sounding arrogant, we said:
contacted him and he made it his "This is not going to happen to us.
business to meet with the dockers. He We're going to keep this together, not
is an extraordinary, generous person. to harp back to the past, but to move
He diverted some money to us and forward."
We used the information technolcame back and did a concert for us.
He then used his influence with other ogy to a great extent during the
musicians. The Rock the Dock series course of the dispute, the Internet
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another industry We were conscious employment center with emphasis on ten or 15 years ago you would have to
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their jobs as a result. So we had to had a meeting in early February; but struggle of women in Liverpool or of
raise some money to alleviate the people were in shock and it wasn't the black community in Liverpool. We
the time to analyze how we go for- can publish books on the same techhardship of those people.
The other dilemma we had was ward. The dock company indicated to nology and communicate globally.
we had a number of projects, like a us that they were still prepared to use There's extraordinary potential
drama documentary on the strike and a workers' cooperative for hiring and there. We want to develop that techthe Rock the Dock CD, that had we drew up a business plan. But the nology and use it for the benefit of
begun a year and a half into the dock company reneged on that under- people, particularly young people, to
strike and wouldn't be coming on line taking. The idea for us was to get gain confidence and skills.
This is where having a building is
for six or seven more months. These back in the port and organize again,
were a possible source of income and but it didn't materialize. At the important because we're being kicked
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opportunities, in warehouse work, building for psychological reasons.
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ness that there were other workers in believe it's going to take time. It's from painting to plumbing to electrihard work and the stewards' commit- cal wiring.
struggle and in worse situations.
The problem with the building is
However,this money was going to tee still meets every day and we have
come in in the not so distant future, mass meeting every month. It's the they want a lot of money for it. We
so in order for us to have some moral alternative between standing in the apply for grants, but at the moment
control over it, we decided we had to dole cue with your hands in your we're having difficulty accessing
By Steve Stallone
One ofthe Liverpool dockers'shop
stewards, Mike Carden, visited San
Francisco in mid-October to speak at
two forums on trade union rights in
the global economy. Carden, a second
generation Liverpool docker; started
working in the clerical section (similar to ILWU marine clerks) at age 16
in 1968, was elected shop steward in
1973 and continued to serve in that
capacity until the strike ended last
January. He also sits on the
Transportation and General Workers
Union's (TerGIVU, the Liverpool
dockers' union) General Executive
Council, the 30-person committee that
meets quarterly and is the highest
decision-making body of the union
outside of the General Caucus that
convenes every two years. While he
was in San Francisco The Dispatcher
got the chance to talk to him about
what the dockers are doing now that
the dispute is over.
Having lost their strike, the dockers face an uncertain future in an area
with a 30 percent unemployment rate
and few job opportunities. So with
money from fundraising events and
their political and artistic connections
they have established a non-profit
organization, the Initiative Factory, to
be a job training and skills building
group for the dockers, their families
and the wider community with an
emphasis on new information technology and the creative arts. In partnership with the local John Moores
University and the many writers,
musicians and artists who have rallied to their cause, the dockers'hope is
to set up new enterprises and create
work where none currently exists.
They are writing a play and working on another show for British TV
They are publishing an anthology of
their own writings and a history ofthe
dispute. And they are setting up computer and multimedia training classes.
But mostly the dockers are exploring new territory, searching for new
ways to survive in a post-industrial
Britain.

grants we're entitled to because we're
not seen as a traditional funding
agency. We're seen as those workers
who got sacked and in some eyes we
should just take our punishment and
go away. That's why it's been so
important to develop partnerships.
John Moores University is physically
and practically supporting all our
projects and ideas. They find them
innovative and they want to be linked
to them.
We have the Liverpool City
Council similarly in partnership with
us, and the people in the creative arts
with Billy Bragg, Ken Loach (the
filmmaker), Jimmy McGovern, a
renowned playwright in Britain and
author Irvine Welsh. These partnerships underpin our organization and
give confidence to it. There aren't
many groups that can boast the global connections we've got among the
working class and the creative arts
sector and academia.
We're aware of the need to be
financially independent and to make
money to pay wages. It's all a not-forprofit organization, a charitable
trust, and the money has to be
plowed back into creating jobs. But
we need to make money not by asking
for it, but through making things our
class wants and the wider public
wants.
We want to do documentaries. My
area of interest is film and digital
film. We want to make films about
people who can't speak for themselves, documentaries about people
with communication problems, the
disabled. There are all kinds of things
that aren't shown on mainstream
television and we want the IF to be
out there as a full-fledged independent production company.
Q: Tell us a little about the whole
concept of the IF as a self-sustaining
place for people to find a new way to
live and make a living.
A: This is the dangerous part,
especially coming from a union background. You know, workers work in
factories owned by private industrialists and those capitalists pay a wage
and the union and workers conflict
with the interests of capital to
achieve decent wages and conditions.
And that's the way the world is.
However, in Liverpool we don't
have that many jobs and we don't
have many factories. It's a port city, a
service city. Some may say it doesn't
always have to be like this. If you
attract new investment, there'll be
new factories. If you're good workers
and don't go on strike and don't organize and just say you'll work for two
pound an hour, there'll be lots of
work.
Some comrades on the left and
some trade unionists don't want to
enter into the debate of what to do
because it's frightening for them. It's
seen as a whole new world that
excludes them as a union, as workers
or as political groups.
But the idea of the IF is that
there are grant mechanisms available
to assist the creation of self-sustaining enterprises or job opportunities.
The principle we're trying to adopt is
the cooperative principle.
If I had a penny for every time a
comrade or a fellow trade unionist
said "You can't have an island of
socialism in a sea of capitalism" I'd be
a millionaire. So fine. Until they come
up with an alternative to standing in
the dole cue, then I'm not prepared to
take it. We've got to be proactive.
I haven't got a clue where it's
going to end, but the main thing that
keeps me and others going is it's better than doing nothing. We have to be
practical. We've got to create new
areas of employment.
At the end of the day it boils
down to putting money into people's
pockets to sustain their families.
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Music for Liverpool

Dave Sinclaa

By Steve Stallone
Although the Liverpool dockers
have bowed off the stage of history,
retired as the international poster
boys against port privatization and
casualization, those men and their
families still struggle to find ways to
survive. Most of the dockers received
a moderate redundancy package
when they folded the strike, but with
debts piling up over the more than
two years on the bricks and unemployment running at high rates in
Britain that payment will disappear
soon.
While the strike was going on the
dockers and their supporters organized numerous events and concerts
to raise money to see them through
the rough times. Now Creation
Records has released a new CD with
tracks donated by some of the biggest
name bands on the current British
music scene and several local
Liverpool bands as a fundraiser for
the dockers and their latest ventures
(see interview with docker Mike
Carden, page 12).
The collection includes 16 songs,
running a wide gamut of modern
English bands. It bounces around
from the power chord rock of Oasis
("Don't Look Back in Anger") and
Smaller ("Aimless"), to the pop
stylings of Rumbletrain ("Haunted")
and Lovers ("Transparent"), to
straight ahead rockers of Cast ("For
So Long") and Beth Orton ("Best
Brit") and the electronic instrumental
weirdness of The Chemical Brothers
("Setting Sons") and Paul Weller ("So
You Want to be a Dancer"). All of the
selections are engaging and many are
quite memorable.
The CD starts with a short narrative of the dockers' dispute by Irvine
Welsh, the author of the best selling
books "Trainspotting" and "Filth,"
who is also working on a docudrama
about the Liverpool dockers. From
there Oasis kicks in with a song dedicated to the dockers called "Don't
Look Back in Anger." On this live
recording from one of the Rock the
Dock concert series the heavy reverb
guitars drive the song, but still the
melody and harmonies hearken back
to the band's mentors, the Beatles.
Perhaps the two best songs come
from two of most outspoken activist
musicians on the CD—Billy Bragg
and Chumbawamba.

Rock the Dock:

Women of the Waterfront (the wives and daughters of the dockers) on the picket line in Liverpool.
Billy Bragg is a sort of modern day
British Woody Guthrie. On his cut
"Never Cross a Picket Line" he picks
his solo electric guitar like an old
American folkie spiked with a bit of
punk slash chords. The song was written specifically for the dockers ("Five
hundred men sacked for refusing to
ever cross a picket line") towards the
end of the strike and honors their solidarity and perseverance.
"Two years gone by, but still they never;
Ever crossed a picket line.
With their wives and children they
stand together.
Never cross a picket line.
You must never cross a picket line."
The bridge recognizes the solidarity actions around the globe and
refers to the Neptune Jade picket.
"Look away, look away, look away
Out west to San Francisco.
Look away, look away, look away
Out south to Sidney harbor
Where the dockers have organized
The world's longest picket line."

Okay, the Neptune Jade action
really happened in Oakland, but
that's close enough for a Brit.
This song alone is enough reason
to buy the CD. It has the universal
and timely message of an anthem and
the kind of simple structure that
lends itself to rewrites of verses for
new and ongoing struggles. It could
and should become a staple in every
union songbook.
Chumbawamba has long been
known as a no-holds-barred anarchist
band. At a music awards ceremony in
February of this year band members
were appalled to see Labour Deputy
Prime Minister John Prescott—who
they say won election by convincing
business the party would act in its
interests—clapping along to the Spice
Girls at his 500 pound-a-seat table
trying to be cool. One member,
Danbert Nobacon, in a self-proclaimed "wanton act of agit-prop,"
poured ice water over Prescott while
shouting "This is for the Liverpool
dockers!" before being hauled off by
security guards.
Chumbawamba's contribution,

"One By One," is the most rhythmic
and melodic tune in the collection.
The song's mournful refrain
recalls the feeling of powerlessness
the dockers faced every day as they
walked the line and peered past the
fence to see their work going on without them.
"One by one, the ships come sailing in.
One by one, the ships go sailing out."
Another highlight of the compilation is Doxx Band's "The Line." The
group is led by Tony Melia, one of the
Torside dockers.(Tony's wife Colette,
an activist in the dockers support
group Women of the Waterfront,
toured the West Coast in May 1997
and was interviewed in the June 1997
issue of The Dispatcher.)
The song has the tight groove of
Steely Dan—with a little extra
funk—and alludes to the need to be a
part ofthe picket line at the Liverpool
docks.
"Down to the line,
To see who I can see.
Down to the line,
The place for me.
Down to the line,
It's where I want to be.
Down to the line."
In a short rap break in the middle
Doxx Band makes the inference to
the Liverpool struggle more explicit.
"East Coast, West Coast, US.A.,
Aussies and Quebies are having a say.
Across the world they're coming
along,
A voice in music, this is our song.
On a plane, on a train, in a motor car,
The word of lambs have them kneeling far,
What happened to me could happen to
you,
So come on down and see what you
can do."
"Rock the Dock" gives you the
chance to donate to the Liverpool
dockers again and get some cool
tunes in the process.
Unfortunately, the CD is not
being regularly distributed in the
U.S. But Virgin Record stores has an
account with Creation Records and
can order it for you.

A picketing docker peers through the fence, watching his work done by scabs.
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Immigration law brings back sweatshop conditions
By David Bacon
There is an immigration crisis in
the U.S., but it is not one caused by
uncontrolled borders or too many
immigrants, the stereotype images
used to inflame anti-immigrant hysteria. It is a sweatshop crisis—the
return to exploitative conditions in
the workplace reminiscent of a century ago. And the enforcement of U.S.
immigration law has become a key
weapon in the proliferation of those
conditions, undermining the ability
of immigrant workers and unions to
fight for better pay and treatment.
The slide backwards got a big
push with the passage of the
Immigration Reform and Control Act
of 1986, which made employer sanctions part of federal law. The law was
a watershed in the status of immigrants in the U.S., formalizing the
creation of a special category of residents who have significantly fewer
rights than the rest ofthe population,
who cannot legally work or receive
social benefits.
Undocumented workers are a
permanent and constant part of the
U.S. population and have been for
decades. According to the Urban
Institute, their numbers have fluctuated from 2.5-3.5 million in 1980, to
3-5 million in 1986, to 1.8-3 million in
1988, and to 2.7-3.7 million in 1992.
The undocumented population is relatively stable—about one percent of
the total population.
The National Immigration Forum, an immigration rights lobbying
organization in Washington, D.C.,
calculates that undocumented immigrants pay about $7 billion annually
in taxes, subsidizing funds like Social
Security and unemployment insurance from which they cannot collect
benefits. In California, which
accounts for about 43 percent of the
nation's undocumented population,
or about 1.4 million people, undocumented immigrants pay an additional
$732 million in state and local taxes.
A UCLA study found that undocumented workers contribute approximately seven percent of California's
$900 billion gross economic product,
or $63 billion. The contribution by
each undocumented immigrant is
therefore about $45,000, even counting children, the unemployed, and
those too old or ill to work. Almost all
undocumented workers receive wages
near, and sometimes below, the legal
minimum.
The labor of undocumented
workers pumps tens of billions of dollars into the state's economy, but the
workers themselves receive only a
small percentage of it. That difference is a source of extra profit for
those industries dependent on a
workforce made up largely of undocumented workers—agriculture and
food processing, land development
(including the residential construction and building services industries),
tourism (including the hotel and
restaurant industries), garment production and light manufacturing,
transportation, retail trade, healthcare and domestic services. When
that workforce is made more vulnerable by immigration legislation, it also
becomes cheaper for employers.
undocumented
Nevertheless,
workers have not been passive victims
of exploitation. Over the last decade
they have been the backbone of many
strikes and organizing drives.
Employers have used their vulnerability however, in an effort top growing
support for unions.
A report issued Oct. 14 on the
impact of immigration raids by the
National INS Raids Task Force of the
National Network for Immigrant and
Refugee Rights, Portrait of Injustice,
a coalition of immigrant rights organizations and activists around the
country, details a number of cases in

which immigration enforcement has been used to
deny immigrants their
workplace rights. In just
one of many examples, during the current joint organizing drive by the
Teamsters and the United
Farm Workers in Washington State's apple industry,
the Stemilt Fruit Company
told workers that union
support would bring on
raids.
one
According to
employee, Mary Mendez,
Stemilt's anti-union consultant told workers:
"There hasn't been a union
here yet, and the INS hasn't done any raids. But
with a union, the INS is
going to be around."
Using those threats,
the company was able to
defeat the union in a representation election. After- Striking janitors picket an office building in downtown Oakland during a Justice for
wards, however, the NLRB Janitors campaign in June1996.
issued a bargaining order
because of Stemilt's illegal
union organizing, the pressure of benefits, food stamps or other sources
actions.
Employer sanctions set up a immigration raids keeps wages low of income, a fired worker is forced to
process in which employers are among some of the most vulnerable take whatever job is available, at
required to request documents from sections of the workforce. In the San whatever wage. And under NLRB
workers to verify their legal right to Francisco Bay Area, such raids have rulings, if an employer shows that a
reside in the U.S., and to record those focused on fast food workers, car worker fired for union activity is
documents on 1-9 forms. Since IRA wash workers, and day laborers seek- undocumented, it is not obligated to
passed in 1986, many employers have ing jobs on the street corner. rehire her or him.
When it becomes harder for
used the 1-9 process as a mechanism Enforcing low wages among these
workers undermines wages generally workers to make demands for social
for firing pro-union workers.
In 1990 SEIU 1877 was organiz- in the service, fast food and construc- services, or to assert their rights at
work or in the community, the price
ing immigrant janitors at Shine tion industries.
their labor drops. Immigrant
enforcement
of
employer
of
The
Building Maintenance in Silicon
undermined
the
wages
are already depressed and getsanctions
has
also
company
told
its
workers
Valley. The
they had to provide new documenta- ability of workers to protest the viola- ting worse. According to UCLA protion verifying their legal status. tion of fair labor standards. In 1992 fessor Goetz Wolff, in women's apparWhen workers couldn't produce it, the INS signed a memorandum of el in Los Angeles, the average hourly
they were terminated. The 1-9 check understanding with the Department wage fell from $6.37 to $5.62 between
provided a way to eliminate a pro- of Labor. It requires DoL inspectors 1988 and 1993. Some 120,000 people
union workforce, without violating to verify 1-9 forms when they are work in L.A.'s garment sweatshops,
NLRB prohibitions against termina- called in by workers over unpaid almost all immigrants, mostly undocovertime and other wage and hour umented.
tions for union activity
Despite these obstacles, immiWhen ILWU warehouse Local 6 violations.
In Los Angeles the INS initiated grant workers, including the undocuwas organizing Mediacopy, a video
reproduction company in San a series of raids in garment sweat- mented, have been the backbone of
Leandro, Calif, management used shops, called Operation Buttonhole, labor's resurgence in California, in a
threats to verify workers' immigra- in response to information from DoL multitude of strikes and organizing
tion status as a means to terrorize inspectors. In one raid, on P.K. drives. Often, those union efforts have
them before a union election and Fashions, garment worker Miguel involved unique tactics to deal with
reduce the number of eligible voters. Angel Garcia Serrano was so fright- the problem ofimmigration status.
In the yearlong strike by southIn December 1996 immigration ened he jumped out of an eight-story
ern California drywallers in 1992,
agents went through the company's window.
"Workers in the garment indus- mostly-Mexican immigrants were
1-9 forms to find the names of undocumented workers. A major raid fol- try won't complain about workplace able to stop all home construction
lowed in January and 99 people were violations if it gets out that the DoL from the Mexican border north to
and the INS are working together," Santa Barbara. They defied the police
deported.
Workers nevertheless signed said UNITE organizer Cristina and the Border Patrol, blockading
union cards at the plant and filed for Vasquez. "Manufacturers and con- freeways when their car caravans
an NLRB election. A month before tractors will use it to scare and were rousted as they traveled to construction sites.
the voting the company announced it threaten workers."
The history of the union strugA DoL survey released this sumhad received an INS request for the
reverification of the documents of mer shows that less than 40 percent of gles of immigrant workers in
another 166 people. Many workers the licensed garment factories in California is by-and-large a history of
then simply disappeared. Those who Southern California are in compliance success. "The immigrant community
is looking for ties with labor," said
remained were convinced that anoth- with labor and employment laws.
The Clinton administration's veteran union organizer Joel Ochoa.
er raid was imminent. The union lost
the election, and the NLRB again enforcement ofemployer sanctions has "People are coming here from Mexico
sought a bargaining order to compen- given sweatshop owners a green light and all over Latin America, with a
to ignore minimum wage and overtime tradition and culture that gives them
sate for the extensive illegalities.
In 1992 workers at STC Knitting laws. At the same time the INS has a rich repertoire of tactics for fighting
in Long Island City, New York began been given great latitude to cooperate the companies."
Many California unions have
an organizing drive with the with employers in enforcement.
Georgia
the
realized
that they will grow and
Last
spring
in
local
International Ladies' Garment
more
effective as immigrant
become
director
suspended
raids
INS
district
Workers Union (now UNITE). Just
before the representation election, entirely at the request of onion grow- workers organize and contribute
the company's attorney wrote to the ers until their crop had been harvest- their traditions to the broader labor
movement. Increasingly they are callINS telling the agency that undocu- ed.
In
opening
ing
for an end to the use of immigraup
addition
to
the
mented workers were employed in
the sweatshop. The INS conducted an prospect of deportation, employer tion law as a weapon of employers.
"We are all agitators—we are all
1-9 check and arrested ten workers, sanctions also increase the risk for
including Gloria Montero, an active union activity in other ways. An illegals," AFL-CIO Secretary-Treasmember of the union committee. undocumented worker considering urer Richard Trumka told delegates
When she appealed the way in which whether to organize a union has to at the Asian-Pacific American Labor
immigration enforcement was used take into account the possibility of Alliance in San Francisco last year.
as a tool by the employer to terrorize being fired, as do other workers. But "No matter how many years we've
workers and remove union support- sanctions make finding another job been here, in the eyes of the bankers
ers, a federal court ruled that it was a harder and riskier. The period of of Wall St. we're all immigrants from
legal application of employer sanc- unemployment is likely to be longer. Europe or Central America or
Because sanctions also disqualify Mexico, on our knees, digging in the
tions.
Even in the absence of direct a fired worker from unemployment dirt."
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David Riley O'Day 1939-1998
By Hector Cepeda, Jr.
avid Riley O'Day, a longtime
member of the Inlandboatsmens' Union (IBU)-Southern
California Region and veteran labor
activist, died in October after a threeyear battle with cancer. He was 59
years old.
David was born in Washington,
D.C. June 30, 1939. His parents,
Georgia Lee and Donald Joseph Day,
moved young David around the country due to Donald's career in the Navy.
Proud of his Hibernian heritage,
David legally changed his last name
by including the "0" prefix in 1993.
He was active in Irish social justice
causes and was a member of the
.
Ancient Order of Hibernian.
David began working on the
waterfront as a teen at Todd
Shipyard in San Pedro. It was at Todd
he first became a union member,join-

D

ing the Shipyard Workers Local 9. He
later worked for French Sardine and
Starkist and joined the Cannery
Workers' Union.
His life at sea began in the 1960s
as a merchant marine. He switch to
tugboats in 1966 and worked in
2 years. David
1
Southeast Asia for 6/
joined the IBU in Southern California
in 1973 and became its political
action and organizing leader. He also
spent time assisting Cesar Chavez
and the United Farm Worker struggle
for labor justice in Delano.
As a member of the IBU, O'Day
was co-founder of the Los Angeles/
Long Beach Harbor Coalition in 1978.
The Coalition was formed after an
attempt by Crowley Marine to bring
replacement workers into local tug
and barge operations. Today the
Coalition remains active in all labor
struggles affecting the Los Angeles/

Longshore pensioners,
survivors and deceased
RECENT PENSIONERS: Local
4 Charles Atwell; Local 8—Michael
Obrist; Local 10—Alfredo Gonzales13—Ernest
Local
Aranada;
Wannagat; Local 21—Wayne Cabral;
Local 23—Jon Dobiash; Local 27—
Darryl Dougherty; Local 34—Marvin
Mosley; Local 63—Ronald Viefhaus,
Marie Van Dyke; Local 91—Vernon
Roberts, Preston Bunch.
DECEASED: Local 4—Howard
Gregory (Muriel); Local 8—William
Fetherston (Athaline), Frank Masco;
Local 10—Thomas Crawford (Trudy),
William Smith (Kaitlyn), Edwin
Bergquist (Florence), Denny Ng
(Elizabeth), Harold Robinson; Local
12—Russell Maine (Margie); Local
13—John Suggs (Shirley), Bruno
Vaona (Mary), Ralph Palumbo
(Frances), Erik Koski (Kerttu), Frank
Gasperov; Local 19—John Redding
(Joan); Local 21—Robert Reynolds
(Shirley); Local 34—John Hildebrand
(Violet); Local 40—Robert Smith
(Clara); Local 50—Fred Rova

(Jonnie); Local 52—Jay Tagg; Local
54—Joe Silva (Celestine); Local 63—
Robert Wick (Shirley), William Yenney
(Marilyn), Joseph Harrigan (Olive);
Local 94—Clarence Armstrong (Willa
Mae), Dallas Griffin (Judy); Local
98—Arthur Johnson. (Survivor in
parenthesis).
DECEASED SURVIVORS: Local
4—Helen Johnson; Local 8—Dorlis
Moore; Local 10—Edna Allison,
Consuelo Salazar, Evelyn Dorazio,
Odie Noble, Beulah Nicander, Irene
Mitchell, Alice Kately, Margarita
Ortega, Shirley Gilmore, Constance
Agrella; Local 13—Rose Trani,
Clotilde Dominguez, Agnes Kochesky,
Antoinette Tudor, Lois Gray, Emma
Mellusi, Lillian Campbell, Mary
McFadden; Local 21—Ruth Edge,
Geraldine Haataia; Local 23—Winnie
Maijala; Local 34—Mae Roger, Ruby
Tyler; Local 47—Della Bemis; Local
50—Amanda Niemi; Local 63—
Florence Malovich; Local 94—Elsie
Pekich

Long Beach Harbors and organizes
the annual Labor Day parade held in
Wilmington.
David Arian, longtime friend and
co-founder of the Los Angeles/Long
Beach Harbor Coalition believes O'Day
will be remembered for his tireless
efforts on behalf of working people.
"David was a working class hero.
He was the kind of guy who got the
job done and didn't take credit for
himself," Arian said.
O'Day was also active in legislation concerning labor and Irish causes.
In 1994 he lobbied his local city councilmember to introduce legislation
supporting the McBride Amend-ment
to the Los Angeles City Council. The
amendment called for halting patronage of companies doing business with
the British-controlled Northern
Ireland. O'Day was the IBU representative on the ILWU Southern

California District Council, serving as
its legislative analyst. In that role he
helped to defeat a state bunker fuel
tax that had crippled local tug and fuel
barge companies, forcing hundreds of
people out of work.
David is survived by his wife
Shannon and their two daughters,
Maureen 20 and Megan 17.
"He really loved the union and
the union came first," Shannon said.
"And we understood that. He had the
union before he had us. We worked on
seniority around here."
Funeral services for O'Day were
held Oct. 28th in San Pedro. Hundreds
of friends, union activists, and coworkers were on hand to pay their
respects to David Riley O'Day. In lieu
of flowers David had requested donations be made to the Harry Bridges
Institute or the Los Angeles/Long
Beach Harbor Coalition.

Martin and Anne Jugum
scholarship winner announced
essica Roach, a political science
major at the University of
Washington, won the Jugum
scholarship for the 1998-1999 school
year. The fund will pay for three
terms, totaling approximately $3500.
Jessica Roach worked as a preschool teacher and truck driver
before receiving her AA from Seattle
Central Community College. Last
year she worked with the Teamsters
as an intern on the apple campaign
while working on a minor in Labor
Studies at LTW. She has remained
active in the Student Labor Action
Coalition and recently accepted a
position at the Labor Studies Center
as an undergraduate assistant.
Martin Jugum, a long time ILWU
activist in the Pacific Northwest, left
an endowment that continues to
grow as contributions, many from
ILWU members and retirees, are
matched by outside sources.
Contributions to the fund may be
sent to: Martin and Anne Jugum

J

Jessica Roach
Scholarship / Center for Labor
Studies / University of Washington /
Box 353530 / Seattle, WA 981953530.
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ILWU Book & Video

Sale404

ORDER BY MAIL

Books and videos about the ILWU are available from the
union's library at discounted prices!

BOOKS:
The ILWU Story: unrolls the history of the union from its origins to the present, complete
with recollections from the men and women who built the union, in their own words,
and dozens of rare photos of the union in action. $7.00
The Big Strike By Mike Quin: the classic partisan account of the 1934 strike. $7.50
Workers on the Waterfront: Seamen, Longshoremen, and Unionism in the 1930s
By Bruce Nelson: the most complete history of the origins, meaning, and impact of the
1934 strike. $11.
Reds or Rackets: The Making of Radical and Conservative Unions on the
Waterfront By Howard Kimeldorf: a thoughtful and provocative comparison of the ILA
and the ILWU. $10.50
The Union Makes Us Strong: Radical Unionism on the San Francisco Waterfront By
David Wellman: the important new study of longshoring in the ILWU. S15.00 (paperback)
A Terrible Anger: The 1934 Waterfront and General Strike in San Francisco By
David Selvin: the newest and best single narrative history about the San Francisco events
of 1934. $16.50
Work on the Waterfront: A Longshore Artist's View By Jean Gundlach and Jake
Arnautoff: wonderful line drawings and text about longshore work. $7 ($5 benefits
Bridges Chair at the University of Washington)

copies of ILWU Story

@ $7 ea. = S

copies of Work on the Waterfront

@ 57 ea.

$

@ S7.50 ea. = S

copies of The Big Strike

copies of Workers on the Waterfront @ 511 ea. =
@ $10.50 ea. =

copies of Reds or Rackets

copies of The Union Makes Us Strong@ S15 ea. = S
@ S16.50 ea.

copies of A Terrible Anger

S

copies of We Are the ILWU

g 57 ea. = $

copies of Life on the Beam

@ $28 ea. = S

Add $ 1.50 per item for orders outside the

Total Enclosed S

U.S.

Name
Street Address or PO Box

VIDEOS:

BILLY BRAGG
AND THE BLOKES
SAT. DEC. 5, 1998

Zip

State

City

We Are the ILWU A 30-minute color video introducing the principles and traditions of the
ILWU. Features active and retired members talking about what the union meant in their
lives and what it needs to survive and thrive, along with film clips, historical photos and
an original musical score. $7.
Life on the Beam: A Memorial to Harry Bridges A 17-minute VHS video production by
California Working Group, Inc., memorializes Harry Bridges through still photographs,
recorded interviews, and reminiscences. Originally produced for the 1990 memorial service in San Francisco. $28.

Make check or money order (U.S. Funds)
payable to "ILWU" and send to
1LWU Library, 1188 Franklin Street, San Francisco,
CA 94109
Prices include shipping and handling.
Please allow at least four weeks for delivery.

A Helping Hand...
...when you need it mos

That's what

we're all about. We are the representatives
of the ILWU-sponsored recovery programs.

A Benefit for the Neptune Jade Defense Committee

We provide professional and confidential
assistance to you and your family for alcoholism, drug abuse and other problems—
and we're just a phone call away.
ILWU LONGSHORE DIVISION

w/Corey Harris

Maritime Hall
450 Harrison Street, San Francisco
Ticket Info:

(415) 974-0634

ADRP—Southern California
Jackie Cummings
505 We. Pacific Coast Hwy, Ste. C
Wilmington, CA 90744
(310) 549-9066

ADRP—Oregon
Jim Copp
3054 N.E. Glisan, Ste. 2
Portland, OR 97232
(503) 231-4882

ADRP--Northern California
George Cobbs
400 North Point
San Francisco, CA 94133
(415) 776-8363

ADRP—Washington
Richard Borsheim
506 Second Ave., Rm. 2121
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 621-1038

ILWU WAREHOUSE DIVISION

ILWU CANADIAN AREA

DARE—Northern California
Gary Atkinson
255 Ninth Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 621-7326

EAP—British Columbia
Bill Bloor
745 Clark Drive, Suite 205
Vancouver, BC V51._ 3J3
(604) 254-7911

